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Abstract — Joint blind source separation (J-BSS) is an emerging 
data-driven technique for multi-set data-fusion. In this paper, 
J-BSS is addressed from a tensorial perspective. We show how, by 
using second-order multi-set statistics in J-BSS, a specific double 
coupled canonical polyadic decomposition (DC-CPD) problem can 
be formulated. We propose an algebraic DC-CPD algorithm based 
on a coupled rank-1 detection mapping. This algorithm converts a 
possibly underdetermined DC-CPD to a set of overdetermined 
CPDs. The latter can be solved algebraically via a generalized ei-
genvalue decomposition based scheme. Therefore, this algorithm is 
deterministic and returns the exact solution in the noiseless case. In 
the noisy case, it can be used to effectively initialize optimization 
based DC-CPD algorithms. In addition, we obtain the determini- 
stic and generic uniqueness conditions for DC-CPD, which are 
shown to be more relaxed than their CPD counterpart. We also 
introduce optimization based DC-CPD methods, including alter-
nating least squares, and structured data fusion based methods. 
Experiment results are given to illustrate the superiority of 
DC-CPD over standard CPD based BSS methods and several ex-
isting J-BSS methods, with regards to uniqueness and accuracy. 
 
Index Terms — Joint blind source separation, Tensor, Coupled 
canonical polyadic decomposition. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ANONICAL polyadic decomposition (CPD) decomposes a 
higher-order tensor into a minimal number of rank-1 terms. 
Compared with its matrix counterpart, CPD is essentially 
unique under mild conditions, without the need to exploit prior 
knowledge or impose particular constraints, and this nice 
identifiability property makes it a fundamental tool that is of  
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particular interest for blind source separation (BSS). CPD has 
indeed been successfully adopted in many BSS applications 
[1]–[8] including telecommunications, array signal processing, 
speech separation, and biomedical data analysis. Numerous 
CPD algorithms have been proposed in the literature [9]–[16], 
and its identifiability has been extensively studied, including its 
ability to deal with underdetermined BSS problems [6], [10]–
[13], [17]–[22]. The incorporation of various constraints (e.g. 
nonnegativity, source independence, Vandermonde structure 
etc.) has also been investigated [23]–[28], aiming at improved 
p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  a  v a r i e t y  o f  a p p l i c a t i o n s . 
Recently, joint BSS (J-BSS) of multi-set signals has been 
considered in a number of applications such as multi-subject / 
multi-modal biomedical data fusion and BSS of transformed 
signals at multiple frequency bins for convolutive mixtures. 
These approaches usually assume dependence across datasets 
(inter-set dependence) and independence of latent sources 
within a dataset (intra-set independence), aiming at BSS of 
each individual dataset as well as indication of correspondences 
among decomposed components. A number of J-BSS methods 
have been proposed, e.g. joint and parallel independent compo- 
nent analysis (ICA) [29], independent vector analysis (IVA) 
[30]–[32], multi-set canonical correlation analysis (M-CCA) 
[33]–[35] and generalized joint diagonalization (GJD) [36]–[39]. 
We refer to [40] and references therein for an overview. 
There are also tensor-based results that concern multi-set 
problems [41]–[59]. The concept of linked mode parallel factor 
analysis originated in [41]. Tensor probabilistic ICA (T-PICA) 
[42] has been extended and applied to multi-set fMRI via group 
T-PICA [43] and linked T-PICA [44], which assume shared 
source and shared mixing matrix, respectively. A simple case of 
coupled CPD (C-CPD) of two tensors has been discussed in 
[47]–[49] with applications to blind deconvolution of MIMO 
systems, joint EEG-MEG analysis, and array signal processing, 
respectively. Linked CPD with partially shared factors is ad-
dressed in [50]. A comprehensive study of uniqueness and an 
algebraic algorithm for the computation of C-CPD and coupled 
rank-(Lr,n, Lr,n, 1) block term decomposition with one coupling 
factor matrix are provided in [51] and [52], respectively. Several 
applications of C-CPD in signal and array processing are dis-
cussed in [45], [46], [53]–[55]. Soft or flexible coupling has been 
considered as a way to deal with nonidentical but similar cou-
pling factor matrices [56]–[58]. Recently, C-CPD with double 
coupling structure has been considered in [59].  
However, the C-CPD approaches mentioned above are not 
specifically devised for J-BSS problems. More precisely, the 
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C-CPD approaches in [47]–[49] are limited to the case of two 
coupled tensor datasets. The approaches in [50]–[58] based on 
either hard or soft coupling structure are mainly used to fuse 
multiple datasets which have tensor form, while the general 
multi-set data formulation in J-BSS is in matrix form. The 
T-PICA variants [42]–[44] assume that either the mixing matri-
ces or the sources for different datasets are the same, and thus 
may not work well in applications where this crucial assumption 
is not satisfied. In fact, as will be shown later, by using sec-
ond-order statistics of the multi-set signal, we can obtain a set of 
tensors admitting a specific double coupled CPD (DC-CPD) 
with coupling in two modes, possibly with a conjugation struc-
ture for complex-valued problems (an illustration is given in 
Fig.1). The coupling factor matrices of this specific DC-CPD 
may not have full column rank. We note that the GJD formula-
tion in [36]–[39] is similar to DC-CPD, but is limited to the case 
where the coupling factor matrices have full column rank. When 
revising this paper, we noticed that an optimization based DC- 
CPD algorithm has recently been proposed for real-valued un-
derdetermined J-BSS [60]. However, the algebraic aspects of 
DC-CPD were not studied in [60]. As such, although some rel-
evant works have recently appeared in the literature, the specific 
but important DC-CPD problem, including uniqueness condi-
tions and computation by linear algebraic means, has not yet 
been thoroughly studied to the best of our knowledge. It will be 
addressed in this paper, both from a theoretical and a practical 
perspective. 
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Fig.1. Illustration of DC-CPD. The tensors are placed at different 
nodes of a grid according to their indices. The tensor at node (m, n) 
admits ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ), , ,m n m n m n
R
∗
= A A C   m, n = 1,…,M. Tensors in the mth 
row of the grid are coupled in the first mode by ( ).mA Tensors in the 
mth column of the grid are coupled in the second mode by ( ) .m ∗A  
In Section II, we give the definition of DC-CPD and explain 
how second-order statistics can be used to obtain a DC-CPD 
from the matrix data in J-BSS. In Section III, we present an al-
gebraic algorithm based on a new coupled rank-1 detection 
mapping. We will show that it is possible to compute an exact 
DC-CPD by means of conventional linear algebra, essentially by 
solving overdetermined sets of linear equations, low-rank matrix 
approximation and generalized eigenvalue decomposition 
(GEVD), even in underdetermined cases where the number of 
sources exceeds the number of observation channels. In addition, 
we obtain deterministic uniqueness conditions for DC-CPD. The 
main result is Theorem 2. In Section IV, we introduce optimiza-
tion based DC-CPD methods, including alternating least squares 
(ALS) and structured data fusion (SDF) [64] based methods. In 
Section V, we discuss several theoretical and practical aspects of 
DC-CPD, including generic uniqueness conditions, to provide 
further insight. In Section VI, we provide experimental results to 
demonstrate the performance of DC-CPD, in comparison with 
CPD and other existing J-BSS algorithms. Section VII con-
cludes this paper. 
Notation: Vectors, matrices and tensors are denoted by lower- 
case boldface, uppercase boldface and uppercase calligraphic 
letters, respectively. The rth column vector and the (i, j)th entry 
of A are denoted by ar and ai,j , respectively. The identity matrix 
and all-zero vectors are denoted by M MM ×∈I   and M0  respec-
tively. The subscripts are omitted if there is no ambiguity. The 
null space of a matrix M is denoted as ker(M). The dimen-
sionality of a vector space ℑ   is denoted as dim( ).ℑ  Transpose, 
conjugate, conjugated transpose, Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, 
Frobenius norm and matrix determinant are denoted as ( ) ,T⋅  ( ) ,∗⋅  
( ) ,H⋅  ( ) ,⋅ †  ,
F
⋅  and ,⋅  respectively. 
The symbols ‘ ⊗ ’, ‘ ’ and ‘ ⊗ ’ denote Kronecker product, 
Khatri-Rao product, and tensor outer product, respectively, de-
fined as: 
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Mathematical expectation is denoted as E{}.⋅  MATLAB nota- 
tion will be used to denote submatrices of a tensor. For instance, 
we use (:,:, )( ) k  or (:,:, )kT  to denote the frontal slice of tensor   
obtained by fixing the third index to k. A polyadic decom- 
position (PD) of   expresses   as the sum of rank-1 terms:  
  1, , ,R I J Kr r rR r × ×= ⊗ ⊗= ∈A B C a b c            (1) 
where 1 1[ ,..., ] , [ ,..., ] ,I R J RR R× ×∈ ∈A a a B b b    and C 
1[ ,..., ] .K RR ×∈c c   We call (1) a canonical PD (CPD) if R is 
minimal.  
For an Nth-order tensor 1 ,NI I× ×∈   1vec( ) NI I∈   de-
notes the vector representation of :
1 ,...,[vec( )] ,Ni ii t   with 
1 1( 1) 1,N nNn mn mi i I−= == − + ∏  while unvec(∙) performs the inverse. 
The mode-i matrix representation of a third-order tensor ∈
I J K× ×  is denoted as ,iT  i = 1, 2, 3, and defined by:  
( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3 , ,( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , .i j kj K k i i K k j i J j k t− + − + − += = =T T T  
We define Ten( ,[ , , ])I J K =T   as the operation to reshape 
an IJ K×  matrix T into a third-order tensor   of size I × J × K, 
such that. , , (( 1) , ).i j kt i J j k= − +T  
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
A. DC-CPD 
We say that a set of tensors with varying indices m and n,
( , ){ , , 1,..., },m nm n N N T m n M× ×∈ =  admits an R-term double 
coupled PD (DC-PD) if each tensor ( , )m n  can be written as: 
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , )
1 , , ,
Rm n m n m n m n m n
r r rr R
∗ ∗
=
⊗ ⊗= = a a c A A C    (2) 
with factor matrices ( ) ( ) ( )1[ ,..., ] mN Rm m mR ×∈A a a   and ( , )m nC ( , ) ( , )
1[ ,..., ] .m n m n T RR ×∈c c   The rank-1 terms with fixed r and var-
ying m and n, ( ) ( ) ( , ){ ,  , 1,..., },m n m nr r r m n M∗⊗ ⊗ =a a c  are together 
denoted as a double coupled rank-1 term. If the number of 
double coupled rank-1 terms in (2), R, is minimal, then the 
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decomposition (2) is denoted as the DC-CPD of ( , ){ },m n  and 
R is denoted as the double coupled rank of ( , ){ }.m n  
In practice, due to noise and model errors, equation (2) is 
usually only approximate. In addition to the exact DC-CPD (2), 
we will consider the approximate DC-CPD, where the problem 
is to find factor matrices ( ) ( , ), , ,mN Rm m n T R m n× ×∈ ∈ =A C   
1,..., ,M such that the overall approximation error η is mini-
mized in the least squares (LS) sense: 
( ) ( , )
( ) ( , )
{ , }
{ , , , [1, ]} arg min ,
m m n
m m n m n M η∈ =
A C
A C                (3) 
where 
2( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , )
,
, , .m n m n m n
R Fm n
η ∗= − A A C                  (4) 
The term “double coupled” is used to indicate that each PD 
shares factor matrices with other PDs in the first two modes. 
That is to say, if we place the tensors ( , )m n  at different nodes 
of a grid according to their indices (see Fig.1), the tensors in the 
same “row” (e.g. the mth row) are coupled in the first mode (by 
( )mA ), and all the tensors in the same “column” (e.g. the nth 
column) are coupled in the second mode (by ( )n ∗A ). 
The double coupled rank-1 terms ( ) ( ) ( , ){ ,  ,m n m nr r r m n∗⊗ ⊗ =a a c
1,..., }M  in (2) can be arbitrarily permuted and the vectors 
( ) ( ),m nr r ∗a a  and ( , )m nrc  with fixed r, m, n can be arbitrarily scaled 
provided the overall double coupled rank-1 term remains the 
same. We say that the DC-CPD is unique when it is only sub-
ject to these trivial indeterminacies. 
B. Formulation of J-BSS into a DC-CPD 
J-BSS usually assumes the following multi-set data model: 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ),        1,..., ,m m mt t m M= =x A s               (5) 
where ( ) ( )( ) ,  ( )mNm m Rt t∈ ∈x s   denote the mixture and 
source at time instant t, respectively, and ( ) mN Rm ×∈A   is the 
mixing matrix for the mth dataset. In practice, there is also a 
noise term. Here we omit it for convenience. Nm, R and M are 
the number of observation channels in the mth dataset, the 
number of sources and datasets, respectively. J-BSS aims at 
estimating the mixing matrices ( )mA  and/or sources ( ) ( )m ts  for 
m = 1,…,M. We call a J-BSS underdetermined if one or more of 
the mixing matrices (1) ( ),..., MA A  do not have full column rank, 
which is necessarily the case if  they  have more columns than 
rows. Otherwise, we call it overdetermined. 
With the multi-set data model (5), we additionally assume 
that ( ) ( )mrs t  and ( ) ( )nus t  are independent for 1 r u R≤ ≠ ≤  (intra- 
set independence) and dependent for 1 r u R≤ = ≤  (inter-set 
dependence), regardless of the value of m and n. The idea is 
now to obtain a set of tensors by stacking second-order cross- 
covariance matrices. We assume that the sources are temporally 
nonstationary with zero mean and unit variance. Then we obtain 
a set of cross-covariance tensors as: 
( )( , ) ( ) ( )(:,:, )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
E{ ( )[ ( )] }
                    E{ ( )[ ( )] } ,
m n m n H
t
m m n H n H
t t
t t
=
=
x x
A s s A
          (6) 
where ( , ) ,m nN N Tm n × ×∈  1 , .m n M≤ ≤  We note that the frontal 
slice ( , ) (:,:, )( )m n t  is the cross-covariance matrix between the 
mth and nth datasets at time instant t, and that T denotes the 
number of time frames for which such a cross-covariance is 
computed. Noting that ( ) ( )E{ ( ) [ ( )] }m n Ht t⋅s s  is diagonal under 
the assumption of intra-set independence and inter-set de-
pendence, we can rewrite (6) as follows: 
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , )
1 , , ,
Rm n m n m n m n m n
r r rr R
∗ ∗
=
⊗ ⊗= = a a c A A C      (7) 
where ( , ) ( ) ( )( ) E{ ( )[ ( )] },m n m n Hr r rt s t s t=c and ( , ) ( , )1[ ,...,m n m nC c( , ) ].m nRc  Note that the set of tensors ( , ){ , , 1,..., },m n m n M=
admits a DC-CPD (2), and our goal is to decompose the tensors
( , ){ }m n  into a minimal number of double coupled rank-1 terms, 
to recover the mixing matrices ( ) .mA  
So far, we have shown how, via the computation of second- 
order statistics, the stochastic multi-set signals in (5) are trans- 
formed into a set of tensors, the joint decomposition of which 
takes the form of a DC-CPD (2). This method fits in the tensor- 
ization framework proposed in [61]. In line with the discussion 
in [61], the inherent intra-set independence and inter-set depen- 
dence of sources are key in the conversion, and have in fact 
already been used in existing practical multi-set signal process- 
ing applications, not necessarily in the J-BSS framework sensu 
stricto. For example, for linear convolutive mixtures that are 
transformed to the frequency domain, the cross-correlations of 
components at neighboring frequency bins are intensively ex-
ploited to solve the permutation misalignment problem [30], 
[39], [47], [63]. The above assumptions on multiset statistics 
are also used in group analysis of biomedical data [29], [31]–
[39] where the multiple datasets may refer to data of multiple 
modalities (e.g. fMRI, MEG, EEG) collected from a single 
subject under equal conditions, or data collected from multiple 
subjects, possibly using a single modality but acquired under 
the same conditions. 
In the rest of the paper, we assume for convenience that 1N =
2 ,MN N N= = =  so that all the tensors ( , )m n  have identical 
size N × N × T. The derivation and results remain similar in the 
general case where 1,..., MN N  are not the same.  
In addition, we assume that the DC-CPD has a conjugated 
symmetric structure: ( , ) ( , )(2,1,3)perm ( ),m n n m ∗=  where 
(2,1,3)perm ( )⋅  permutes the first and second indices of its entry. 
We note that this symmetry is present for the DC-CPD derived 
via (6). In cases where this symmetry is not readily present, we 
are able to create it by tensor concatenation. The details are 
given in Section I of the Supplementary materials. 
Because of the conjugated symmetry in DC-CPD, it suffices 
to consider the following set ( )mϒ  of tensors to take into account 
all occurrences of ( ) ,mA  for fixed m: 
{ }( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ), , , 1,..., .m m n m n m n R n M∗ϒ = =A A C          (8) 
Note that in (8), seen as C-CPD, occurrences of ( )m ∗A  in the 
second mode are taken care of automatically because of the 
conjugated symmetry.  
The DC-CPD (2) differs from existing C-CPD works in the 
following aspects: (i) DC-CPD has a double coupling structure 
in the first two modes while C-CPD in [45]–[58] consider 
coupling in a single mode; (ii) the common factor matrix in 
DC-CPD corresponds to the mixing matrix in J-BSS (5), and 
does not have full column rank if the J-BSS problem is un-
derdetermined. The existing C-CPD works all assume that the 
common factor matrix has full column rank. In [59] it is as-
sumed that at least one of the common factor matrices in a 
DC-CPD has full column rank. In what follows, we call a 
DC-CPD overdetermined if all the factor matrices (1) ( ), ..., MA A
have full column rank. The DC-CPD is called underdetermined 
if it is not the case. Underdetermined DC-CPD may result from 
underdetermined J-BSS problems, in which one or more of the 
mixing matrices (1) ( ),..., MA A  have more columns than rows. 
III. ALGEBRAIC ALGORITHM 
In this section, we introduce an algebraic algorithm for DC- 
CPD. We formally call an algorithm algebraic if it relies only 
on arithmetic operations, overdetermined sets of linear equa-
tions, matrix singular value decomposition (SVD) and gener-
alized eigenvalue decomposition (GEVD). In particular, an 
algebraic computation does not involve a numerical optimiza-
tion in which the cost function may have multiple local optima, 
or of which the convergence is not guaranteed. 
If the DC-CPD (2) is overdetermined, we immediately have 
an algebraic solution. More precisely, any of the CPDs in (2) 
can be computed by GEVD [62]. This yields us the factor ma-
trices ( )mA  and ( )nA  up to trivial scaling and permutation inde-
terminacies, for any choice of m and n. Assume for instance that 
(1)A  has been found, then we can find all the remaining ( ) ,nA  n 
= 2,…,M, from the CPD of (1, )n  for varying n. In fact, since in 
these CPDs the factor matrix (1)A  is already known, the other 
factor matrices are obtained by mere rank-1 approximation of 
the matricized columns of [22]: 
(1, ) (1) ( ) (1, )
1 ( ) .n T n n∗=T A A C†                       (9) 
Indeed, each column of ( ) (1, )n n∗A C  is a vectorized rank-1 
matrix:  
(1, ) ( ) (1, )
1,unvec( ) ,    1,..., ,n n n Tr r r r R∗= ⋅ =q a c           (10) 
where vector (1, )1, nrq  is the rth column of (1, ) (1)1 ( ) .n TT A †  Continu-
ing this way, all the factor matrices ( )mA  can be determined, m = 
1,…,M. The overdetermined DC-CPD can also be computed by 
GJD algorithms proposed in [37]–[39], noting that GJD are 
essentially equivalent to DC-CPD in the overdetermined case. 
If the DC-CPD (2) is underdetermined, it is still possible to 
derive an algebraic algorithm, which is the main concern of our 
work.  
A. Basic assumptions 
We assume both ( ) ( )m n ∗A A  and ( , )m nC  have full column 
rank, for all the indices m, n. These assumptions together imply 
that the rank of tensor ( , )m n  is equal to the rank of the mode-3 
matrix representation ( , )3 .m nT  This is of practical use in the sense 
that the number of sources can be determined by checking the 
number of significant singular values of ( , )3 .m nT  We note that 
DC-CPD (7) is not unique if ( ) ( )m n ∗A A  does not have full 
column rank. In fact, in this case a decomposition in a smaller 
number of terms is possible. For instance, if ( ) ( )m nR R ∗⊗ =a a( , ) ( ) ( )1
1 ,m n m nRr r r rα ∗−= ⊗ a a  then ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , )11 (m n m n m nRr r r r∗−= ⊗ ⊗= + a a c  ( , ) ( , ) ).m n m nr Rα c  On the other hand, if ( , )m nC  does not have full 
column rank, decomposition (2) may still be unique (for in-
stance, algebraic algorithms for CPD have been derived for 
cases where none of the factor matrices has full column rank 
[12], [13]), while the rank of tensor ( , )m n  is not equal to the 
rank of the mode-3 matrix representation ( , )3 .m nT  Here we do not 
consider this more complicated case. In addition, we make the 
notational assumption that the factor matrices ( , )m nC  in the third 
mode have size R × R. In practice, this can always be achieved 
by a classical dimensionality reduction step: if the columns of a 
matrix ( , )m nU  form an orthonormal basis of the row space of 
( , )
3 ,m nT  then ( , ) ( , )3 m n m nT U  has R columns, the tensor ( , ) ( , )
3Ten( , , , )m n m n I I RT U  has reduced dimensionality R in the 
third mode, and its factor matrices are ( ) ,mA  ( ) ,n ∗A  and 
( , ) ( , ) .m n T m n R R×∈U C   
B. Review of algebraic CPD algorithm 
The algebraic DC-CPD algorithm fits in the framework of 
the algebraic algorithms in [10], [12], [13], [19], [20], [51], [52], 
which, by the use of a rank-1 or rank-R detection mapping, 
convert a possibly underdetermined (coupled) CPD into an 
overdetermined CPD. To make the derivation of our algebraic 
DC-CPD algorithm more accessible, we first give a high-level 
summary of the algebraic algorithm for underdetermined CPD 
[10]. For more details, the reader is referred to [10]. 
First, the rank-1 detection mapping (R1) : ( , ) I J×Φ ∈ ×X Y 
(R1) ( , )I J I I J J× × × ×→ Φ ∈X Y   is defined as: 
( )(R1) , , , , , , , ,, , ,, .i g j h i g j h i h j g i h j gi j g h x y y x x y y x Φ + − − X Y  (11) 
Three main properties of this rank-1 detection mapping are: 
(1) it is bilinear in its arguments: (R1) ( , )p qp p q qα βΦ = X Y
(R1) ( , );p q p q p qα β Φ  X Y (2) for a non-zero matrix X,(R1) ( , )Φ X X  is a zero tensor if and only if X is a rank-1 matrix; 
and (3) the rank-1 detection mapping is symmetric in its ar-
guments (R1) (R1)( , ) ( , ).Φ = ΦX Y Y X  
To compute the CPD of a tensor  . ., , ,R′= A A C  where , ,I R J R× ×′∈ ∈A A   and ,R R×∈C   the algebraic CPD algo-
rithm in [10] consists of the following main steps (note that 
only C is required to have full column rank, A and/or ′A can be 
rank-deficient, and we can allow I < R and/or J < R):  
(i) Apply the rank-1 detection mapping to the sth and uth 
frontal slices of   to construct a tensor (R1) (:,:, ) (:,:, )( , ),s uΦ T T  and 
reshape it into a vector of length 2 2 .I J  We have ( 1) 2R R −  
such vectors for varying s and u, 1 .s u R≤ < ≤  We stack these 
vectors into the columns of an 2 2 ( 1) 2I J R R× −  matrix .Γ  
(ii) We make the assumption that tensors (R1) ( , ),T Tt t r r′ ′Φ a a a a  
are linearly independent for 1 .t r R≤ < ≤  This assumption is 
very mild. It can be shown that generically it is satisfied as long 
as ( 1) ( 1)( 1) / 2.R R IJ I J− ≤ − −  Under this assumption we 
have: dim(ker( )) ,R=Γ  and the R basis vectors 1,..., Rw w  in 
ker( )Γ  can be reshaped into a tensor that admits an overde-
termined CPD:  . ., , ,R= B B F  where factor matrix.,T−=B C  with C  equivalent to C up to scaling and permutation 
ambiguities.  
(iii) As the CPD  . ., , R= B B F  is overdetermined, it can be computed algebraically via GEVD, which makes use of two 
frontal slices of .  We can also compute it via matrix simul-
taneous diagonalization (SD) that makes use of all the frontal 
slices. Optimization based CPD algorithms such as alternating 
least squares (ALS), or nonlinear least squares (NLS) can be 
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used to maximize the overall fit. Once B has been computed, 
we immediately obtain ,T−=C B  and the remaining factor ma-
trices A and ′A  can be recovered using the CPD structure of the 
data tensor.  
Next, in Subsection III.C, we will first propose a variant of 
the rank-1 detection mapping (11), namely the coupled rank-1 
detection mapping (12). Then, in Subsection III.D, we will 
derive the algebraic DC-CPD algorithm using the coupled 
rank-1 detection mapping. The derivation follows a similar line 
of thought as for its CPD counterpart, as will be shown later.  
C. Coupled rank-1 detection mapping 
We give the following two definitions and a theorem. 
Definition 1: Two matrices (1) (2),N P N Q× ×∈ ∈X X   are 
said to be coupled rank-1 matrices if they are both rank-1 and 
have the same column space. 
Definition 2: The coupled rank-1 detection mapping :Φ
(1) (2) (1) (2)( , ) ( , )N P N Q N N P Q× × × × ×∈ × → Φ ∈X X X X    is de-
fined as: 
(1) (2)
, ,(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)
, , , ,(1) (2), , , , ,
( , ) .i p i q i p j q j p i qi j p q
j p j q
x x
x x x x
x x
 Φ = − X X    (12) 
We define (1) (2)( , )ψ X X  of length 2N PQ  as the vector rep-
resentation of (1) (2)( , ) :Φ X X  
( )(1) (2) (1) (2)( , ) vec ( , ) .ψ ΦX X X X               (13) 
Theorem 1: For two nonzero matrices (1) (2),N P×∈ ∈X X
,N Q× the vector (1) (2)( , )ψ X X  is a zero vector if and only if its 
arguments (1) (2),X X  are two coupled rank-1 matrices. 
We can easily prove Theorem 1, according to (12), (13), and 
the definition of coupled rank-1 matrices. We note that the 
above definitions and theorem generalize the rank-1 detection 
mapping and relevant results [10] to the coupled case.  
Next we explain how to compute an underdetermined DC- 
CPD via the coupled rank-1 detection mapping. 
D. DC-CPD via coupled rank-1 detection mapping 
We first formulate a theorem that provides deterministic 
conditions for which DC-CPD is unique and for which DC- 
CPD can be calculated algebraically. 
Theorem 2: Let  . .( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ), , ,m l m l m l R∗= A A C  where l ∈{ , }.g h  Assume that ( , ) ( , ),m g m hC C  have full column rank for all
1 , 1,..., ,g h M m M≤ < ≤ = and that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),m g H m h Ht t r rψ( ) =a a a a( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )m m m m g ht r r t t r∗ ∗⊗ − ⊗ ⊗ ⊗a a a a a a  are linearly independ-
ent for 1 ≤ t ≠ r ≤ R. Then we have: 
- Tensors ( , ){ , , 1,..., }m n m n M=  admit a DC-CPD, i.e. they 
consist of the sum of R double coupled rank-1 terms, and the 
number of terms cannot be reduced. 
- The DC-CPD is unique. 
- The DC-CPD can be calculated algebraically. 
Next we derive the algebraic DC-CPD algorithm. Note that 
the derivation provides a constructive proof of Theorem 2. The 
main idea is to transform the original underdetermined DC- 
CPD into an overdetermined DC-CPD through the use of the 
coupled rank-1 detection mapping (12). All the factor matrices 
involved in this overdetermined DC-CPD have full column 
rank, and thus can be calculated algebraically via GEVD. If the 
original DC-CPD is already overdetermined, then the rank-1 
detection mapping need not be used, and the factor matrices can 
be directly computed via GEVD or SD.  
(i) Construct matrix ( , , )m g hΓ  via coupled rank-1 detection. 
For each pair of tensors ( , ) ( , ) ( ), ,m g m h m∈ ϒ   we use the 
operation ( )Φ ⋅  on the sth frontal slice of the former, and the uth 
frontal slice of the latter, 1 ≤ s,  u ≤ R:  
( )( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )(:,:, ) (:,:, ) , , , , , , , ,, , ,, .m g m h m g m h m g m hs u i p s j q u j p s i q ui j p q t t t t Φ = − T T      (14) 
We vectorize ( , ) ( , )(:,:, ) (:,:, )( , )m g m hs uΦ T T  into vectors ( , ) ( , )(:,:, ) (:,:, )( , ),m g m hs uψ T T  
and stack these vectors into the columns of an 4 2N R×  matrix 
( , , ) .m g hΓ  Due to the bilinearity of ψ,  and by making use of the 
property that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),m g H m h Ht t r rψ( )=a a a a 0  when t r=  (Theorem 1), 
we have the following result after a short derivation given in 
Section II of the Supplementary materials: 
( , , ) ( ) ( )
, , ,m g h m m Tg h g h= ⋅Γ Φ Ρ                           (15) 
where the 4 2( )N R R× −  matrix ( ),mg hΦ  holds the vectors( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),m g H m h Ht t r rψ( )a a a a  as its columns, and the 2 2( )R R R× −
matrix ( ),mg hΡ  holds ( , ) ( , )m g m ht r⊗c c  as its columns. The columns 
are indexed by (t, r), where 1 ≤ t ≠ r ≤ R.  
Note that ( , , )m g hΓ  is a DC-CPD variant of the matrix Γ  for 
CPD in step (i) of Subsection III.B. 
(ii) Construct tensor ( , , )m g h  in ( , , )ker( ).m g hΓ  For varying m, 
g, h, these tensors admit an overdetermined DC-CPD. 
 We give a theorem implying that the basis vectors in 
( , , )ker( )m g hΓ  can be reshaped into a tensor that admits an 
overdetermined third-order CPD, from which the factor ma-
trices ( , )m nC can be obtained. 
Theorem 3: Let  . .( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ), , ,m l m l m l mR∗= ∈ ϒA A C  where{ , },l g h∈  1 ,g h M≤ < ≤  and assume that ( ),mg hΦ  in (15) and ( , ) ( , ),m g m hC C  have full column rank for fixed ( , , ),m g h  then we 
have: 
(i) ( , , ) ( ),ker( ) ker( ).m g h m Tg h=Γ Ρ  
(ii) ( , , )dim(ker( )) .m g h R=Γ  
(iii) The basis vectors ( , , )m g hrw  in ( , , )ker( ),m g hΓ  r = 1,…,R, can 
be written as linear combinations of the vectors ( , ) ( , ) ,m g m hu u⊗b b  
u = 1,…,R : 
2( , , ) ( , , ) ( , ) ( , )
,1 ,
Rm g h m g h m g m h R
r r u u uu
f
=
= ⋅ ⊗ ∈w b b          (16) 
where ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )1[ ,..., ] ( ) ,m l m l m l m l TR −= =b b B C  ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ,m l m l m lCC C D Π   ( , )m l
CD is a diagonal matrix, { , },l g h∈ and Π  is a permutation 
matrix that is common for ( , )m gC  and ( , ) .m hC  That is to say, the 
permutation between the columns of ( , )m gC  and ( , )m gC  is nec-
essarily the same as that between the columns of ( , )m hC  and 
( , ) ,m hC  due to the fact that in the decomposition of ( , )m g  and 
( , )m h  the factor matrix ( )mA  is shared. 
We give the proof of this theorem in the Appendix. The the-
orem provides the following key results for the algebraic algo-
rithm: (a) the dimension of the null space of ( , , )m g hΓ  reveals the 
number of sources; (b) via (16), the basis vectors in the null 
space of ( , , )m g hΓ  are explicitly linked to the inverse of ( , )m l TC  up 
to trivial indeterminacies.  
Equation (16) shows that we can reshape the 2R R×  matrix
( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , )
1[ ,..., ]m g h m g h m g hRW w w  into a tensor: ( , , )m g h 
( , , )Ten( ,[ , , ]),m g h R R RW  which admits a third-order CPD, for 
fixed (m, g, h): 
( , , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , , ), , ,m g h m g m h m g h
R
= B B F                   (17) 
where ( , , )m g h R R×∈F   holds ( , , ),m g hr uf  as its (r, u)th entry. Recall 
that ( , ) ( , ),m g m hC C  have full column rank by assumption, and 
thus ( , ) ( , ),m g m hB B  also have full column rank. In addition, the 
matrix ( , , )m g hW  has full column rank, as its columns are basis 
vectors of ( , , )ker( ).m p qΓ  According to (17) we have ( , , )m g h T =F
( , ) ( , ) ( , , )( ) ,m g m h m g hB B W †  and thus ( , , )m p qF  also has full rank. 
As such, all the factor matrices of ( , , )m p q  have full column 
rank, and ( , , )m p q  admits a CPD that is overdetermined. 
In (14)–(17), we have used the coupled rank-1 detection 
mapping (12) to convert the decomposition of a pair of coupled 
tensors into a non-symmetric overdetermined third-order CPD. 
For the overall DC-CPD (8), we perform the same procedure 
for all pairs of coupled tensors and obtain a set of overdeter-
mined CPDs. With varying indices (m, g, h), m = 1,…,M, 1 ≤ g 
< h ≤ M, the CPDs (17) together form an overdetermined 
third-order DC-CPD with coupling in the first two modes. 
Recall that the factor matrices of the overdetermined DC-CPD,
( , )m gB  and ( , ) ,m hB  are up to trivial indeterminacies equivalent to 
the inverse of ( , )m g TC  and ( , ) ,m h TC  respectively, and thus com-
puting the overdetermined DC-CPD of ( , , )m p q yields esti-
mates of the factor matrices ( , ) .m lC  Subsequently, the estimates 
of the factor matrices ( )mA  will be obtained. 
Note that the derivation in this subsection is in analogy with 
that in CPD step (ii) in Subsection III.B.  
(iii) Solve the overdetermined DC-CPD (17), and calculate 
factor matrices (1) ( ),..., .MA A  
As the new DC-CPD (17) is overdetermined, it admits an 
algebraic solution. There are different ways to compute this 
solution. First, as all the factor matrices have full column rank, 
any of the CPDs (17) can be computed by GEVD [62]. This 
yields us the factor matrices ( , )m gB  and ( , )m hB  up to trivial 
scaling and permutation indeterminacies, for any choice of m, g 
and h. Assume for instance that ( ,1)mB  has been found, then we 
can find all the remaining ( , )m hB and ( ,1, )m hF from the CPD of
( ,1, )m h  for fixed m and varying h. In fact, since in these CPDs 
the factor matrix ( ,1)mB  is already known, the other factor ma-
trices follow from rank-1 approximation of the matricized 
columns of [22]: 
( ,1, ) ( ,1) ( , ) ( ,1, )
1 .m h m T m h m h− =W B B F                  (18) 
Indeed, each column of ( , ) ( ,1, )m h m hB F  is a vectorized 
rank-1 matrix:  
( ,1, ) ( , ) ( ,1, )
1,unvec( ) ,    1,..., ,m h m h m h Tr r r r R= ⋅ =q b f           (19) 
where vector ( ,1, )1,m hrq of length 2R is the rth column of( ,1, ) ( ,1)
1 .m h m T−W B  Continuing this way, all the factor matrices( , )m nB  can be determined, m, n = 1,…,M.  
Besides the above-mentioned GEVD based scheme, which 
makes use of two frontal slices of the data tensor, we may 
consider computing any of the CPDs (17) via SD, and then 
follow a similar strategy as the one above to solve the DC-CPD. 
We may also consider computing the DC-CPD of all the tensors
( , , )m g h  in (17) simultaneously via an optimization based al-
gorithm, while taking the coupling structure into account. 
Several options are: (a) the framework of SDF is well suited for 
the task; (b) ALS is a specific type of optimization algorithm 
that can be used. The updating equations can be explicitly de-
rived in analogy with the derivation in Subsection IV.A. Note 
that the GEVD based approach can be used to efficiently ini-
tialize these optimization based methods. 
Now that the overdetermined DC-CPD has been computed, 
we obtain ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ,m n m n m n m n TC −= =C C D Π B  and ( ) ( )m n ∗A A ( , ) ( , )
3 ,m n m n= T B  where ( ) ( ) ( )m m mA=A A D Π  and ( ) ( ) ( )n n nA=A A D Π
are estimates of ( )mA  and ( )nA  up to scaling and permutation 
ambiguities, , 1,..., .m n M=  Matrices ( )mAD  and ( )nAD  are diago-
nal matrices, and ( ) ( ) ( , ) .m n m nA A C R∗ =D D D I We define ( , )m nrG ( , ) ( , )
3 (:, )unvec( ) ,m n m n rT B  and collect these matrices in an NM × 
NM matrix rG  as follows: 
(1,1) (1, ) (1)
(1) ( )
( ,1) ( , ) ( )
[ ,..., ],
M
r r r
H M H
r r r
M M M M
r r r
      
= = ⋅         
G G a
G a a
G G a

    

(20) 
where ( )mra  denotes the rth column of ( ) ,mA  r = 1,…,R, m = 
1,…,M. We can calculate (1) ( )[ ,..., ]T M T Tr ra a  as the dominant 
eigenvector of .rG  
We summarize the algebraic DC-CPD algorithm in Table I. 
TABLE I 
ALGEBRAIC DC-CPD ALGORITHM 
Input: ( , ){ 1 , }m n N N R m n M× ×∈ ≤ ≤  admitting DC-CPD (2). 
1: Group ( , )m n  into M  sets ( )mϒ  by (8). 
2: For each pair of tensors ( , ) ( , ) ( ), ,m g m h m∈ ϒ   perform coupled rank-1 
detection mapping (14), for all frontal slices ( , )(:,:, ) ,m gsT ( , )(:,:, ) ,m huT  to obtain tensors ( , ) ( , )(1,2) (:,:, ) (:,:, )( , ),m g m hs uΦ T T  1 ≤ s, u ≤ R. Vectorize these tensors and stack them into the columns of matrix ( , , ) .m g hΓ  
3: Calculate a set of R basis vectors  in ( , , )ker( ),m g hΓ  and reshape these 
vectors into matrices ( , , ) , 1,..., .m g hl l R=V  Stack ( , , )m g hlV  with varying l into a tensor ( , , ).m g h  For varying m, g, h, the tensors ( , , )m g h  together 
admit an overdetermined DC-CPD (17) 
4: Solve (17) to compute the matrices ( , ).m nB Then we have ( , )m n =C
( , )m n T−B  and ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )3 .m n m n m n∗ =A A T B   5: Compute matrix rG  by (20). Then the rth column of the factor matrices ( )mA  can be computed as the dominant eigenvector of ,rG  m = 1,…,M, r = 1,…,R.
Output: Estimates of the factor matrices ( )mA  and ( , ) ,1 , .m n m n M≤ ≤C  
IV. OPTIMIZATION BASED ALGORITHMS 
In this section, we introduce two optimization based DC- 
CPD methods: (i) DC-CPD based on ALS, and (ii) DC-CPD 
based on SDF.  
We note that in the overdetermined case, the DC-CPD can be 
viewed as the generalized joint diagonalization (GJD) of the 
frontal slices of the data tensors. Therefore, iterative GJD al-
gorithms [36]–[39] can also be used to compute an overdeter-
mined DC-CPD. 
A. DC-CPD based on ALS 
The basic idea of ALS is to update each unknown factor in 
the LS sense with the other factor matrices fixed and alternate 
over such conditional updates. ALS monotonically decreases 
the cost function (4), but it is not guaranteed to converge to a 
stationary point. In cases where ALS converges, it does so at 
most at a linear rate near a (local) optimum [66], [67]. 
We make the following assumption, for 1 ≤ m, n ≤ M, to 
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ensure that in each ALS step, the factor matrix update is unique: 
(1) (1, )
( ) ( , )
( 1) ( , 1)
( ) ( , )
m
m m m
m m m
M m M
∗ ∗
∗ ∗
+ ∗ +
∗
          
A C
A C
A C
A C






 and ( ) ( )m n ∗A A  have  full  column  rank.(21)  
Note that (21) is a necessary condition for the uniqueness of 
DC-CPD. In fact, if (21) does not hold, DC-CPD with a smaller 
number of terms is possible. More precisely, if
(1) (1, ) ( ) ( , ) ( 1) ( , 1)[( ) ,..., ( ) , ( ) ,...,m T m m m T m m m T∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ + ∗ +A C A C A C  
( ) ( , )( ) ]M m M T T∗A C  does not have full column rank, e.g., if the 
following holds for fixed m, 
(1) (1, ) (1) (1, )
( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )1
( )
( 1) ( , 1) ( 1) ( , 1)
1
( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )
,
m m
R R r r
m m m m m mR
mR R r r
rm m m m m m
rR R r r
M m M M m M
R R r r
λ
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
−
+ ∗ + + ∗ +
=
∗ ∗
⊗ ⊗
⊗ ⊗
⊗ ⊗
⊗ ⊗
            
=                  

a c a c
a c a c
a c a c
a c a c
 
 
        (22) 
then ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , )11 ( ) ,m n m m m n m nRr r r R r rλ ∗−= ⊗ ⊗= + a a a c  and ( , )m n′
=  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , )11 ( )n m m m m nRr r r r R rλ′ ′∗−= ⊗ ⊗+ a a a c for 1,...,n m′ =
and n = ,..., .m M  From a similar reasoning it follows that 
DC-CPD is possible with a smaller number of terms if 
( ) ( )m n ∗A A  does not have full column rank. 
We define ( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ), ,m n m n m n m n
R
∗
− A A C      as the resi-
due for ( , ) ,m n  and ( , ) 2 ( , ) 21|| || || ||m n n mM mn m nm F Fη ′′= =+     as 
the sum of LS errors for the tensors that are coupled by ( ) ,mA  
for fixed m. Then we have 10.5 .Mm mη η== ⋅  We denote ( , )1 m nE
and ( , )2m nE  as the mode-1 and mode-2 matrix representation of ( , ) ,m n  respectively. Then mη  can be written as: 
( , ) 2 ( , ) 2
2 11
2(1, ) (1) (1, )
2
( , ) ( ) ( , )
( )2
( , 1) ( 1) ( , 1)
1
( , ) ( ) ( , )
1
|| || || ||
2 2 .
m Mn m m n
m F Fn n m
m m
m m m m m
m T
m m m m m
m M M m M
F
η ′ ∗
′= =
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
+ + ∗ +
∗
= +
            
= −                 
 E E
T A C
T A C
A
T A C
T A C

 


 

         (23) 
In (23) we have used the property that ( , ) ( , )1 2m m m m ∗=T T  and( , ) ( , ) ,m m m m ∗=C C  due to the conjugated symmetry. 
We update ( )mA by minimizing mη  with (1) (1, ) ,...,m∗ ∗A C( ) ( , ) ( 1) ( , 1) ( ) ( , ), ,...,m m m m m m M m M∗ ∗ + ∗ + ∗A C A C A C    fixed, which 
is an LS sub-problem that is linear in factor matrix ( ) .mA  
Next, we update ( , )m nC  for each (m, n) as follows, with ( )mA  
and ( )nA  fixed: 
( )
( , )
2( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , )
3arg min .
m n
m n m n m n m n T
F
∗
= −
C
C T A A C      (24) 
We perform the ALS steps for ( )mA  and ( , ) ,m nC  1 ≤ m, n ≤ M, 
by minimizing (23) and (24) in an alternating manner until 
convergence. To accelerate the convergence, enhanced line 
search (ELS) and exact line search/plane search strategies can 
be developed analogously to the CPD case [68]–[70]. Table II 
summarizes the ALS based DC-CPD algorithm.  
TABLE II 
DC-CPD: ALS ALGORITHM 
Input: ( , ){ 1 , }m n N N R m n M× ×∈ ≤ ≤ admitting DC-CPD (2) 
1: Initialize either randomly or with the results from the algebraic DC-CPD 
algorithm. 
2: Do the following until convergence: 
- Update ( )mA by minimizing (23) with (1) (1, ) ( ),...,m m∗ ∗ ∗A C A 
( , ) ( 1) ( , 1) ( ) ( , ), ,...,m m m m m M m M∗ + ∗ + ∗C A C A C  fixed, 1 .m M≤ ≤  
- Update ( , )m nC by (24) with ( )mA and ( )nA fixed, 1 , .m n M≤ ≤
Output: Estimates of the factor matrices: ( )mA and ( , ) ,m nC 1 , .m n M≤ ≤  
B. DC-CPD based on SDF 
The framework of SDF, embedded in Tensorlab 3.0 [65], 
allows a rapid prototyping of the analysis of one or more cou-
pled and/or structured tensor datasets, which may be complex, 
sparse, or incomplete. It offers multiple choices of decomposi-
tions, regularizations, and structures of factor matrices. 
Through a domain specific language, the users can flexibly and 
easily formulate their specific SDF models. Tensorlab 3.0 of-
fers two classes of numerical optimization algorithms to solve 
SDF problems: quasi-Newton (QN) methods and Nonlinear 
Least Squares (NLS) methods, implemented in the ‘sdf_minf.m’ 
and ‘sdf_nls.m’ functions, respectively. 
Therefore, we can use SDF to implement an optimization 
based DC-CPD algorithm. In this paper, we use both the QN 
and the NLS based solvers for the computation of the DC-CPD. 
We note that the NLS method is of low per-iteration cost and 
close to quadratic convergence near a (local) optimum [14]. We 
do not elaborate on QN, NLS and SDF here. Instead, we refer 
the readers to [14] and [64] for more details. 
V. DISCUSSION 
In this section, we discuss several theoretical and practical 
aspects of DC-CPD. 
A. Generic uniqueness conditions 
Theorem 2 provides deterministic uniqueness conditions 
under which DC-CPD can be calculated algebraically. We can 
also obtain the generic value of the upper bound of R, denoted 
as Rmax. We call a property generic if it holds with probability 
one, when the parameters it involves are drawn from continu-
ous probability densities. Generically, the matrix ( , )m n R R×∈C 
has full column rank. Hence, the generic version of the 
uniqueness conditions in Theorem 2 depends only on N. We 
give the generic value of Rmax, for a number of different N, in 
Table II. For comparison, we also list the generic value of Rmax 
for CPD [10]. Note that in Table III, the third dimension of the 
tensors is required to be not less than Rmax, and that the generic 
values of Rmax in Table III apply to all M ≥ 2. 
The numerical values of Rmax can be obtained using Theorem 
2 and Corollary 10 in p.9 of [71], which together imply that, for 
fixed N and R, DC-CPD is generically unique if we can find one 
example for which the decomposition is unique, and it suffices 
to try a random example. We give a detailed explanation in 
Section III of the Supplementary materials. Hence, one only 
needs to check if the matrix ( ),mg hΦ (15), which holds all the 
vectors ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), 1 ,m g H m h Ht t r r t r Rψ( ), ≤ ≠ ≤a a a a  has full column 
rank for randomly generated factor matrices (1) ( ),..., .MΑ Α  Rmax 
is then chosen as the largest R for which the matrices ( ), ,mg hΦ  for 
all 1 ,1 ,g h M m M≤ < ≤ ≤ ≤  have full column rank. We note 
that the uniqueness conditions of DC-CPD are more relaxed 
than those of CPD, thanks to the coupling structure exploited in 
DC-CPD.  
TABLE III 
GENERIC VALUE OF Rmax  FOR DC-CPD AND CPD. 
N 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
DC-CPD 2 5 10 16 23 32 42 
CPD 2 4 9 14 21 30 40 
B. Algebraic vs. optimization 
The algebraic DC-CPD approach is guaranteed to return the 
exact solution in the exact case. When noise is present, the 
conventional linear algebra operations, such as the calculation 
of the basis vectors of the null space of a matrix as its singular 
vectors, and the matrix best rank-1 approximation, are by 
themselves optimal in LS sense. The overall result, however, is 
not guaranteed to be optimal and is actually (mildly) subopti-
mal in practice.  
On the other hand, an optimization based DC-CPD algorithm 
(e.g. the ALS or SDF based DC-CPD), which directly maxim-
izes the fit to the data tensors, provides the optimal results in the 
LS sense, if it converges to the global minimum. However, we 
have observed that in J-BSS, especially in underdetermined 
J-BSS, the optimization based DC-CPD algorithms are very 
sensitive to initialization, and sometimes do not return the 
correct results even in the noiseless case. Hence, in practice, we 
can use the algebraic algorithm to efficiently initialize the op-
timization based algorithms. 
C. DC-CPD vs. CPD 
Obviously, in a DC-CPD we may ignore the double coupling 
and try to obtain estimates of the factor matrices from each 
individual tensor ( , ) .m n  Therefore, by dropping the double 
coupling, we can perform CPD to each tensor ( , )m n  separately 
to obtain the estimates of factor matrices (1) ( ),..., .MA A  It is then 
natural to ask what benefits DC-CPD has over CPD. We briefly 
mention the following.  
First, as will be shown later in the experiments, DC-CPD 
may provide better robustness to noise and model errors than 
CPD as it exploits more information and the way it is coupled. 
As in J-BSS the coupling comes from the similarity of the 
sources across different datasets, DC-CPD is expected to per-
form well in finding components that are consistently present in 
multi-set signals.  
Second, DC-CPD components from distinct datasets are 
automatically aligned. In other words, DC-CPD avoids the 
permutation alignment / parameter pairing in a post-processing 
step, which can otherwise be difficult and time-consuming. 
Third, DC-CPD can be unique when none of its constituting 
CPDs is unique, as is indicated by the generic uniqueness re-
sults in Subsection V.A. 
D. Complexity of algebraic DC-CPD 
We note that the complexity of the algebraic DC-CPD algo-
rithm is 3 4 2 3 4 4 3 6O( 5.5 )M N R M N R M R+ +  flops. The 
memory requirements of the algorithm are 3 3O(0.5M R +
3 4 20.5 )M N R  complex numbers. Please refer to Subsection 
IV.B of the Supplementary materials for a detailed analysis of 
the complexity and memory requirements.  
Further, we note that the algebraic DC-CPD admits an effi-
cient implementation. Instead of explicitly constructing 
( , , ) ,m g hΓ  we can calculate the 2 2R R×  Hermitian matrices
( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ,m g h m g h H m g hΩ Γ Γ  taking advantage of the algebraic 
structure of ( , , ) .m g hΓ  We note that ( , , ) ( , , )ker( ) ker( ),m g h m g h=Ω Γ
while ( , , )m g hΩ  has smaller size and can be computed more effi-
ciently than ( , , ) .m g hΓ  We provide the details in Subsection  IV.A 
of the Supplementary materials. Compared with the original 
version of algebraic DC-CPD, this implementation has lower 
complexity and memory requirements, namely 3 6O(M R +
3 2 40.5 )M N R flops and 3 4 2 2 2O(0.5 )M R M N R+ complex 
numbers, respectively. Note that the efficient implementation 
exploits the full double coupling structure, i.e. we do not sac-
rifice part of the available information to gain in terms of speed. 
Although the complexity of algebraic DC-CPD may seem 
high at first sight, it is actually quite reasonable. Recall from 
Subsection III.B and Subsection III.C, that in the algebraic 
underdetermined framework for CPD and DC-CPD, the prob-
lems are transformed into overdetermined problems via the 
computation of the null space of a matrix that has at least
2O( )R  columns. In numerical linear algebra, factorizations of
M N×  matrices typically have a complexity proportional to
2O( )MN  [72]. In this perspective, the complexity of the alge-
braic DC-CPD is indeed very reasonable. 
Note that N < R in the above expressions. When N ≥ R, there 
is no need to use the coupled rank-1 detection mapping, and the 
complexity is equal to that of a GEVD based scheme, which is 
much lower.  
VI. EXPERIMENTS 
In this section we present experimental results to demon-
strate the performance of DC-CPD, in comparison with stand-
ard CPD. In experiment A, we discuss high-accuracy compu-
tation of exact decompositions. In experiment B, we compare 
DC-CPD and other BSS or J-BSS algorithms in J-BSS of syn-
thetic noisy multi-set signals. In experiment C, we apply DC- 
CPD in wideband array signal direction-of-arrival (DOA) es-
timation. In experiment B and C, we consider both overdeter-
mined and underdetermined cases. 
We use the following abbreviations: 
- DC-CPD-ALG: algebraic DC-CPD algorithm. 
- DC-CPD-ALS: DC-CPD via ALS. 
- DC-CPD-SDF(QN): quasi-Newton DC-CPD method, 
implemented with the ‘sdf_minf.m’ function in SDF. 
- DC-CPD-SDF(NLS): NLS based DC-CPD method, im-
plemented with the ‘sdf_nls.m’ function in SDF. 
- SOBIUM: second-order blind identification of under- 
determined mixtures [11]. It is based on the CPD of each 
auto-covariance tensor. 
- CPD-C: variant of SOBIUM based on the CPD of each 
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cross-covariance tensor. Note that this method may gen-
erate multiple estimates of the same factor matrix, e.g. 
there are ( 1)M − estimates of ( )mA if we perform CPD 
separately on (1, ) (1, 1) (1, 1) (1, ),..., , ,..., .m m m M− +     Here 
we perform CPD on tensor ( , 1)m m+  to estimate ( )mA  for
1,..., 1.m M= − The matrix ( )MA  is obtained as the second 
factor matrix of the CPD of ( 1, )M M−  up to a conjugation. 
- MCCA: multi-set canonical covariance analysis [33]. 
- GOJD: generalized orthogonal joint diagonalization of 
second-order cross-covariance matrices between multiple 
prewhitened datasets [37]. 
In the implementation of DC-CPD-ALG, we use the SD 
based scheme to solve the overdetermined DC-CPD in (17). In 
the implementation of DC-CPD-ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(QN), and 
DC-CPD-SDF(NLS), we initialize either randomly or by the 
results of DC-CPD-ALG, depending on the application. The 
initialization details will be given for each example below. For 
the calculation of CPD in the implementation of SOBIUM and 
CPD-C, we use the NLS based CPD algorithm, implemented 
via the ‘cpd_nls.m’ function in Tensorlab 3.0. The tolerance on 
the relative function value and relative step size in the stopping 
criteria of ‘cpd_nls’ is set to TolFun = 1210−  and TolX = 810 ,−  
respectively. We initialize the NLS based CPD algorithm with 
the results from the algebraic CPD algorithm [10]. In experi-
ments B and C, the data tensors ( , )m n  in (6) are approximated 
by their finite-sample version:  
( ) ( ) ( )( , ) 1 ( , ) ( , )1 (:, ) (:, )(:,:, ) ,HLm n m k n kl l lk L− = = ⋅    X X      (25) 
where ( , )m k N L×∈X   denotes the kth temporal frame of ( ) ( )m tx
in (6) with frame length L, overlapping with adjacent frames 
with overlap ratio [0,1].α ∈  
In experiment C, we use the benchmark codes ‘stft.m’ and 
‘istft.m’ from [73] to perform the short-time Fourier transform 
(STFT) and the inverse STFT (ISTFT). All the experiments are 
performed on a workstation with following configuration, CPU: 
Intel Xeon E5-2640 v4 @ 2.4 GHz; Memory: 128GB; System: 
64bit Windows 10; MATLAB R2016a. 
A. Results for exact decompositions 
The data tensors are directly generated by (7), where both the 
real and imaginary parts of each entry of the factor matrices
( )m N R×∈A   and ( , )m n R R×∈C   are randomly drawn from a 
standard normal distribution, and no noise is added. We fix the 
third dimension of all the data tensors to R and let the number of 
mixing matrices M = 3. The mean relative error of the estimates 
of all the loading matrices is defined as: 
( )( ) ( ) 2 21 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 ,min ,m mM m m m m mm FFMε − == − Π D A Π D A A (26) 
where ( )mA  is the estimate of the true mixing matrix ( ) ,mA
( )mΠ  is a permutation matrix and ( )mD  is a diagonal matrix. For 
DC-CPD-ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS) and DC-CPD-SDF(QN), 
we try ten random initial values and select the one that gives the 
best fit after the first ten iterations to effectively initialize the 
algorithm. As there is no noise, we want to estimate the factor 
matrices with high precision. Therefore, we terminate the ALS 
iteration when 16| | / 10 ,cur prev prevξ ξ ξ −− ≤  where curξ  and prevξ  
denote the LS error in the current and previous iteration, re-
spectively. For DC-CPD-SDF(NLS) and DC-CPD-SDF(QN), 
we set the termination parameters ‘TolFun’ and ‘TolX’ in 
‘sdf_nls.m’ and ‘sdf_minf’ to 1610−  and 810 ,−  respectively. In 
addition, we set the maximal number of iterations to 2000 for 
DC-CPD-ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS) and DC-CPD-SDF(QN). 
The mean relative error and CPU time (denoted as ‘t’) of the 
compared algorithms for different values of N and R are re-
ported in Table IV. Note that, under the listed conditions, the 
rank R is high and CPD has been proven to be generically not 
unique [18]. All the results in Table IV are averaged over 100 
independent runs. 
We see that in all the considered cases, DC-CPD-ALG has 
found the exact solution. DC-CPD-ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS) 
and DC-CPD-SDF(QN), however, do not always find the cor-
rect solution in all cases, even in the absence of noise. This can 
be seen from the histograms of the mean relative errors of 
DC-CPD-ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS) and DC-CPD-SDF(QN). 
By way of example, the histogram for setting N = 3, R = 5 is 
shown in Fig.2. Further, Table IV shows that DC-CPD-ALG 
provides more efficient computation than DC-CPD-ALS, DC- 
CPD-SDF(NLS) and DC-CPD-SDF(QN) in exact decomposi-
tions. In practice, noise is usually present, and the performance 
of DC-CPD-ALG will deteriorate, but can still be used as a 
low-cost initialization for the optimization based methods, 
which directly fit the data tensor in the LS sense. This will be 
shown later. 
TABLE IV 
PERFORMANCE OF DC-CPD-ALG, DC-CPD-ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS), AND 
DC-CPD-SDF(QN) IN EXACT DECOMPOSITIONS, ‘N’ IS THE NUMBER OF 
OBSERVATIONS, ‘R’ IS THE NUMBER OF SOURCES, ‘ε’ IS THE MEAN RELATIVE 
ERROR, AND ‘t’ IS THE MEAN CPU TIME. 
 DC-CPD-ALG DC-CPD-ALS DC-CPD-SDF (NLS) 
DC-CPD-SDF 
(QN) 
N = 3 
R = 5 
ε = 7.05×10-15 
t = 0.059 sec. 
ε = 0.0906 
t = 15.78 sec. 
ε = 0.0065 
t =22.37 sec. 
ε = 0.1899 
t = 28.78 sec. 
N = 4 
R = 10 
ε = 8.91×10-13 
t = 0.1241 sec. 
ε = 0.2797 
t = 20.54 sec. 
ε = 0.2338 
t = 219.04 sec. 
ε = 0.5296 
t = 39.43 sec. 
N = 5 
R = 16 
ε = 1.44×10-12 
t = 0.4609 sec. 
ε = 0.4937 
t = 28.26 sec. 
ε = 0.4955 
t = 314.5 sec. 
ε = 0.6586 
t = 43.16 sec. 
N = 6 
R = 23 
ε = 4.68×10-13 
t = 1.5765 sec. 
ε = 0.5763 
t = 41.47 sec. 
ε = 0.6311 
t = 375.69 sec. 
ε = 0.7138 
t = 53.96 sec. 
N = 7 
R = 32 
ε =7.34×10-13 
t = 5.3349 sec. 
ε = 0.6961 
t = 63.2 sec. 
ε = 0.7134 
t = 457.56 sec. 
ε = 0.7591 
t = 60.61 sec. 
B. J-BSS of multi-set signals 
In this experiment we use the finitely sampled version of the 
multi-set data model (5). The number of samples in each dataset 
is denoted as Q. We generate the Q R×  source matrix ( )mS  from 
auxiliary matrix r′S  of size Q M×  as follows: 
,T Tr r r′=S Q S                                  (27) 
where (1) ( ):, :,[( ) ,..., ( ) ] ,M Q Mr r r ×∈S S S   ( ) :,( )m rS  denotes the  
         
   (a) DC-CPD-ALS       (b) DC-CPD-SDF(NLS)    (c) DC-CPD-SDF(QN)
Fig.2. Histogram of mean relative error for DC-CPD-ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS) and DC-CPD-SDF(QN), in Experiment A. N = 3, R = 5. 
 
(a) N = 3, R = 3, M = 3 (b) N = 3, R = 4, M = 3 (c) N = 4, R = 8, M = 3
Fig.3. Mean relative error of DC-CPD-ALG, DC-CPD-ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS), DC-CPD-SDF(QN), SOBIUM, and CPD-C vs. SNR in 
Experiment B. The plots illustrate the performance in (a) an overdetermined setting, (b) a slightly underdetermined setting, and (c) a highly 
underdetermined setting. In setting (a) MCCA and GOJD are also included in the comparison. 
rth source vector in the mth dataset and M Mr ×∈Q   is a full rank 
matrix used to introduce inter-set dependence between the 
corresponding source signals in different datasets. Both the real 
and imaginary part of each entry of rQ  are drawn from a 
standard normal distribution. The underlying generating source 
matrix (1) ( )( ) [ ,..., ]Mr r rt′ ′ ′S s s  consists of complex binary phase 
shift keying (BPSK) signals that are amplitude modulated 
across P time slots of length :L′  
( ) ( ) ( )
1 ,1 ,[ ,..., ] ,m m T m T T Qr r P r Pη η′ ′ ′= ⋅ ⋅ ∈s s s               (28) 
where 1,..., Pη η  are amplitude modulation coefficients that are 
randomly drawn from a uniform distribution over [0, 1], and 
where .Q PL′=  The sub-vector ( ), mr p′s  of length L′  is a complex 
BPSK sequence with entries chosen from symbols {1, 1}−  with 
equal probability. By definition, ( )mr′s  is the concatenation of P 
BPSK sequences, the amplitudes of which have been modu-
lated by coefficients 1,..., .Pη η  In this experiment, P is fixed to 
20 and / 20.L Q′ =  
The mixtures are constructed as: 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ,    1,..., ,|| || || ||
m m T m
m
s nm m T m
F F
m Mσ σ= + =A S NX
A S N
(29) 
where the real and imaginary part of each entry of ( )mA  are 
drawn from a standard normal distribution. Matrix ( )mN  de-
notes the white Gaussian noise term added in the mth dataset, 
and ,sσ  nσ  denote the signal level and noise level, respectively. 
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as:  
10SNR 20log ( / ).s nσ σ=                         (30) 
DC-CPD-ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS) and DC-CPD-SDF(QN) 
are initialized with the results of DC-CPD-ALG. We terminate 
the ALS iteration in DC-CPD-ALS when | | /cur prev prevξ ξ ξ− ≤710 .−  For DC-CPD-SDF(NLS) and DC-CPD-SDF(QN), we set 
the termination parameters ‘TolFun’ and ‘TolX’ in ‘sdf_nls.m’ 
and ‘sdf_minf.m’ to 710−  and 710 ,−  respectively.  
We demonstrate the accuracy of the compared methods, in 
terms of mean relative error, in the following three settings: (a) 
an overdetermined case N = 3, R = 3, M = 3; (b) a slightly un-
derdetermined case N = 3, R = 4, M = 3; and (c) a highly un-
derdetermined case N = 4, R = 8, M = 3. In setting (a), we fix the 
framelength L = 50, the overlap ratio α = 0.5, the number of 
frames T = 39. In setting (b), we set L = 100, α = 0.5, T = 39. In 
setting (c), we set L = 250, α = 0.5, T = 39. By definition, the 
number of samples is dependent on L and T via Q = L(T + 1)/2. 
In all the three settings, DC-CPD-ALG, DC-CPD-ALS, DC- 
CPD-SDF(NLS), DC-CPD-SDF(QN), SOBIUM, and CPD-C 
are performed. MCCA and GOJD are performed only in setting 
(a) as they are algorithms for overdetermined J-BSS. We pro-
vide more results, with different parameters L, T, M, in Sub-
section V.A of the Supplementary materials. The results are in 
general consistent with those shown here, and they give addi-
tional insight in how the performance of different methods 
depends on these parameters.  
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We let SNR vary from 0dB to 40dB. The mean relative error 
ε versus SNR is plotted in Fig.3. We perform 200 Monte Carlo 
runs to calculate each point in the curves.  
In Fig.3, we can clearly see that all the DC-CPD algorithms 
perform better than both SOBIUM and CPD-C in all the three 
settings, as they use the information in both the auto-covariance 
and cross-covariance tensors, as well as the way the tensors are 
coupled. SOBIUM and CPD-C, on the other hand, use only 
auto-covariance or cross-covariance tensors. In setting (a), we 
see for all SNR levels, that the DC-CPD algorithms perform 
better than MCCA. They perform better than GOJD for low 
SNR (0dB–20dB), and slightly worse than the latter for high 
SNR (20dB–40dB). The good performance of GOJD at high 
SNR is mainly the result of prewhitening, which is possible 
only in the overdetermined case. In addition, we observe that 
DC-CPD-ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS) and DC-CPD-SDF(QN) 
yield more accurate results than DC-CPD-ALG. This shows 
that the optimization based DC-CPD methods, which directly 
optimize the LS cost function, are more accurate than DC- 
CPD-ALG in the presence of noise and errors caused by finite 
sample effects. Overall, the difference is not very large. As 
expected, it is more significant when the problem is more 
challenging. 
Comparing the results in Fig.3, including those in Subsection 
V.A of the Supplementary materials, we note that the J-BSS 
problem itself gets more sensitive to noise and model errors (e.g. 
finite sample effects) when it becomes more underdetermined. 
For example, in the overdetermined setting (a), all the DC-CPD 
algorithms perform well at medium and high SNR levels, even 
if the framelength L is as small as 50. In the slightly underde-
termined setting (b), DC-CPD has comparable accuracy as in 
setting (a), with the framelength L increased to 100. In the 
highly underdetermined setting (c), the accuracy of DC-CPD is 
worse than in (a) and (b), even with L = 250. 
We also provide results on the mean CPU time versus SNR 
and M, in Subsection V.B of the Supplementary materials. The 
results generally show that DC-CPD-ALG is faster than the 
optimization based DC-CPD methods and the NLS based CPD 
methods, SOBIUM and CPD-C. In the overdetermined case, 
DC-CPD-ALG is also faster than GOJD. The above results 
hold consistently for varying M. 
C. Wideband DOA estimation via a small-scaled array 
Wideband DOA estimation is a challenging problem in array 
processing as the conventional methods based on linear in-
stantaneous mixing model only apply to narrowband signals. 
The conventional way to handle wideband signals is to trans-
form them into multiple narrowband signals in different fre-
quency bins, use narrowband techniques for each bin separately, 
and integrate these results (see [74], [75] and references 
therein). In this example, we will illustrate how J-BSS can be 
used to fuse the signals in adjacent frequency bins to improve 
the performance of wideband DOA estimation. In this experi-
ment, we will use a small-scaled array, which is of particular 
interest for space-limited applications such as air-borne array 
signal processing. We mainly consider the far-field mixing 
model in this experiment. Note that our method does not im-
pose any specific assumption on the structure of the mixing 
matrix, and thus also applies to other models. The two array 
configurations used in this experiment are shown in Fig.4. 
The wideband output signal ( )ny t  of the nth sensor is given 
by: 
,( ) ( ) ( ),n r n r nry t s t tτ ε= − +                      (31) 
where ( )rs t  and ( )n tε  denote the rth source signal and the nth 
noise term at time instance t, respectively. We denote ( )ty 
1[ ( ),..., ( )]TNy t y t  and 1( ) [ ( ),..., ( )] .TNt t tε εε   The parameter 
,n rτ  denotes the time delay of the rth source from the reference 
point (e.g. the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system) to the 
nth sensor. It is given by: 
, ( , ) / ,r rTn r n cθ ϕτ = k p                             (32) 
where ( , ) [cos sin ,sin sin ,cos ]Tθ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ ϕp   is the direction 
vector with azimuth θ and elevation φ (see Fig.4. for the defi-
nition of the angles), and θr and φr are the azimuth and elevation 
of the rth source signal, respectively. The vector 3n ∈k   holds 
the Cartesian coordinates of the nth sensor, and c denotes the 
wave propagation speed. 
z
x
y
θ
φ
 
z
x
y
θ
φ
(a) L-shaped array (b) Circular array
Fig.4. Array configurations and angle definition in experiment C. 
We assume that there are Q time samples. Due to finite 
sampling, the time delay ,n rτ  is usually equal to a fractional 
number of time samples, which makes it difficult to construct 
the array signals directly by (31) in simulations. Here we use 
the scheme in [74] to generate the array signals. More in detail, 
according to [74], if the source signals have finite bandwidth 
and the observation time is much longer than the time delay, 
then the time delay corresponds to the phase shift of the Fourier 
coefficients in the Fourier domain. Therefore, we can construct 
the time delayed source signals by phase shifting their Fourier 
coefficients.  
Now we explain the construction of the multi-set data for 
J-BSS. We convert the array output signal to the time-       
frequency domain via STFT with frame length F. By definition, 
there are F frequency bins. If the bandwidth of each bin,  
/ ,sf F  is small enough, the array signal in each frequency bin 
can be approximately written as:  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,      1,..., ,f f f T fr rr f F= + =Y a s N            (33) 
where ( ) ( ),f f N Q′×∈Y N   and ( )f Qr ′∈s   are the narrowband 
component of the array output, the noise term, and the rth 
source signal in the fth frequency bin, respectively. Parameter 
Q′  denotes the number of time samples of array signal ( )fY  in 
each frequency bin. Vector ( )f Nr ∈a   is the steering vector of 
the rth source signal in the fth frequency bin: 
( )( ) 1 ( , )exp i2 ,r rf Tr c f θ ϕπ −− ⋅a K p                 (34) 
where 31[ ,..., ] .NN ×= ∈K k k   
We select the M successive frequency bins of which the array 
signals account for most of the energy as the multi-set data for 
J-BSS. After J-BSS is performed to estimate the associated 
steering vectors for the selected frequency bins, the DOAs are 
estimated by solving (34). 
In this experiment, the source signal rs is generated as:
,Qr r c′= ∗ ∈s s s   where cs  is a single-tone carrier signal with 
frequency 100MHz.cf =  The baseband signal r′s  is construct-
ed as in (28): 1 ,1 ,[ ,..., ] ,T T T Qr r P r Pη η′ ′ ′= ⋅ ⋅ ∈s s s   where 1,..., Pη η  
are amplitude modulation coefficients that are randomly drawn 
from a uniform distribution over [0, 1]. The sub-vector ,r p′s  of 
length L′  is a real-valued BPSK sequence with symbols chosen 
from {1, 1}−  with equal probability. Here P is fixed to 16 and 
thus /16.L Q′ =  For the construction of , ,r p′s  we let the bitrate
50MHzbf =  and the sampling rate 2500MHz.sf =  Note that 
the source signals have a relative bandwidth of / 0.5.b cf f =
The array mixture is generated using the scheme in [74], which 
well satisfied the pure delay model (31). The noise term is 
generated as a white Gaussian signal. 
 In the construction of the multi-set data, the framelength for 
STFT is fixed to F = 256. By definition, the bandwidth of each 
frequency bin is / 9.77MHz 0.0977 ,s cf F f= =  and thus the 
array signal in each frequency bin admits the narrowband 
formulation (33). Note that the number of time samples in each 
frequency bin is 2 / /128.Q Q F Q′ = =  
We select the signals from the eighth to the fifteenth fre-
quency bin as the multi-set data for J-BSS. Therefore, the 
number of datasets is M = 8. We calculate by (25), for a chosen 
framelength /16L Q′=  and overlap ratio α = 0.5, the second- 
order covariance tensors as the data tensors for DC-CPD. We 
initialize DC-CPD-ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS), and DC-CPD- 
SDF(QN) by the results of DC-CPD-ALG. The ALS iteration 
in DC-CPD-ALS is terminated when 7| | / 10 .cur prev prevξ ξ ξ −− ≤  
For DC-CPD-SDF(NLS) and DC-CPD-SDF(QN), we set the 
termination parameters ‘TolFun’ and ‘TolX’ in ‘sdf_nls.m’ and 
‘sdf_minf’ to 710−  and 710 ,−  respectively. Note that the accu-
racy of DOA estimation depends on how well the steering 
vectors are identified. We use the mean relative estimation 
error (26) to evaluate the performance. 
We consider the following two cases: (a) an overdetermined 
setting: three sources impinge on an L-shaped array of inter- 
spacing d, as shown in Fig.4 (a), from DOAs 1 1( , )θ ϕ =
(30 ,15 ),° ° 2 2( , ) (90 ,45 ),θ ϕ = ° ° and 3 3( , ) (150 ,75 );θ ϕ = ° ° (b) a 
highly underdetermined setting: five sources impinge on a 
circular array of radius d, as shown in Fig.5 (b), from DOAs
1 1( , ) (18 ,9 ),θ ϕ = ° ° 2 2( , ) (54 ,27 ),θ ϕ = ° ° 3 3( , ) (90 ,45 ),θ ϕ = ° °
4 4( , ) (126 ,63 ),θ ϕ = ° ° and 5 5( , ) (162 ,81 ).θ ϕ = ° ° In both cases, 
the number of time samples in each frequency bin is set to
400,Q′ = and d is set to half the wavelength of the signal in the 
highest frequency bin. We include DC-CPD-ALG, DC-CPD- 
ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS), DC-CPD-SDF(QN), SOBIUM, 
and CPD-C in the comparison. In the first setting, we also in-
clude MCCA and GOJD in the comparison. 
The SNR is defined in (30) with sσ  and nσ  denoting the 
signal and noise levels in the time domain, respectively. In the 
experiment, we let SNR vary from 0dB to 20dB. The mean 
relative error of the compared algorithms in the above two 
cases is plotted in Fig.5.  
In Fig.5 (a) we observe that all the DC-CPD algorithms 
provide quite accurate results in the overdetermined setting. 
DC-CPD-ALG and DC-CPD-ALS perform about the same. 
DC-CPD-SDF(NLS) and DC-CPD-SDF(QN) are slightly more 
accurate. Comparing with CPD based methods, SOBIUM and 
CPD-C, we note that the DC-CPD algorithms are significantly 
more accurate at low SNR, while slightly less accurate at high 
SNR. For GOJD, we observe that it has good performance at 
high SNR, and poor performance at low SNR. The good per-
formance of GOJD at high SNR is mainly the result of pre-
whitening. We also see that all the DC-CPD and CPD based 
methods are more accurate than MCCA. 
In Fig.5 (b) we see that SOBIUM and CPD-C do not provide 
correct result in this highly underdetermined setting. On the 
other hand, the DC-CPD algorithms still perform quite well. 
DC-CPD-ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS) and DC-CPD-SDF(QN) 
perform slightly better than DC-CPD-ALG.  
 
  (a) N = 3, R = 3.    (b) N = 3, R = 5.
Fig.5. Mean relative error of DC-CPD-ALG, DC-CPD-ALS, DC- 
CPD-SDF(NLS), DC-CPD-SDF(QN), SOBIUM, CPD-C in wideband 
DOA estimation. The plots illustrate the performance in (a) an over-
determined setting, and (b) a highly underdetermined setting. In set-
ting (a), MCCA and GOJD are also included in the comparison. 
VII. CONCLUSION 
In this study, we have considered the problem of DC-CPD 
for J-BSS of multi-set signals. We have shown how, via the use 
of second-order statistics, a DC-CPD problem can be obtained 
from the multi-set signals in J-BSS. We have proposed an al-
gebraic DC-CPD algorithm, via the use of the coupled rank-1 
detection mapping, which is of particular interest in underde-
termined problems. Deterministic and generic uniqueness 
conditions of DC-CPD have been studied, and shown to be 
more relaxed than their CPD equivalents. The proposed algo-
rithm is deterministic and returns the exact solution in the 
noiseless case, as long as the uniqueness conditions are satis-
fied. When noise is present, the proposed algorithm can serve to 
provide a low-cost initialization for optimization based algo-
rithms. We have also introduced optimization based DC-CPD 
methods, based on ALS and SDF, respectively. Experiments 
are performed to compare DC-CPD based J-BSS methods, CPD 
based BSS methods and several existing J-BSS methods, in both 
overdetermined and underdetermined J-BSS problems. The 
results have generally shown the superiority of using DC-CPD 
for J-BSS, with respect to uniqueness and accuracy. 
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APPENDIX I  
PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We prove the following partial statements: 
(i)  ( , , ) ( ),ker( ) ker( ).m g h m Tg h=Γ Ρ  
(ii) ( , , )dim( ) .m g h R=Γ  
(iii) The basis vectors ( , , )m g hrw  in ( , , )ker( ),m g hΓ  1,..., ,r R=  can 
be written as linear combination of vectors ( , ) ( , ) ,m g m hu u⊗b b
1,..., ,u R= where ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )1[ ,..., ] ( )m l m l m l m l m l TR C −= ∈b b B C D Π
,R R×  ( , )m lCD  is a diagonal matrix, and Π  is a permutation ma-
trix that is common to all the matrices ( , ) ,m lC { , }.l g h∈  
Note that m, g, h are fixed in the above statements. 
First, as ( ),mg hΦ  is assumed to have full column rank, and
( , , ) ( ) ( )
, , ,m g h m m Tg h g h= ⋅Γ Φ Ρ  we have ( , , ) ( ),ker( ) ker( ).m g h m Tg h=Γ Ρ  
Second, as the matrices ( , ) ( , ),m g m hC C  have full column rank, 
the Kronecker product ( , ) ( , )m g m h⊗C C  also has full column rank. 
The 2 2( )R R R× −  matrix ( ),mg hΡ  has full column rank as well, 
since its columns constitute a subset of the columns of 
( , ) ( , ) .m g m h⊗C C  By the rank nullity theorem, which states that
dim[ker( )] rank( ) J+ =A A  for any matrix A of size ,I J×  we 
have: 
( ) 2 ( )
, ,dim[ker( )] rank( ) .m T m Tg h g hR R= − =Ρ Ρ  
Third, we prove that ( , ) ( , )m g m hr r⊗b b  is in ( ),ker( ),m Tg hΡ  r = 
1,…,R. This is equivalent to proving the following for all the 
values 1 , :s u R≤ ≤  
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )          0.
Tm g m h m g m h
s u r r
m g T m g m h T m h
s r u r
⊗ ⊗
= ⊗ =
c c b b
c b c b
          (35) 
Recall that ( , )m lrb  is the rth column of ( , ) ,m l T−C  where ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) .m l m l m lC=C C D Π  We assume the matrix Π  permutes the 
columns of ( , )m lC  in such a way that ( , ) ( , ):,( ) ,m l m lr k=C Π c  where
{ , }, ( ),1 ,l g h r k k Rπ∈ = ≤ ≤  and ( (1),..., ( ))Rπ π  is a permuta-
tion of (1,..., ).R  We denote ( , )m lrc  as the rth column of ( , ) .m lC  By 
definition we have ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ,m l m l m lr r kd=c c  where ( , )m lrd  is the rth 
entry on the diagonal of ( , ) .m lCD  
Therefore, we have ( , ) ( , ) 0m l T m lt r =c b  if ( )r kπ=  and ,k t≠
with { , }, { , }.l g h t s u∈ ∈  According to the definition of ( ), ,mg hΡ
we have .s u≠  Therefore, either ( , ) ( , )m g T m gs rc b  or ( , ) ( , )m h T m hu rc b  is 
equal to zero, which proves (35). Moreover, as ( , ) ( , )1 ,...,m l m lRb b  
are linearly independent, the set ( , ) ( , ){ , 1,..., }m g m hr r r R⊗ =b b
contains R linearly independent vectors, and thus is a maximal 
set of linearly independent vectors of ( , , )ker( ).m g hΓ  Therefore, 
the basis vectors ( , , )m g hrw  of ( , , )ker( )m g hΓ  can be expressed as a 
linear combination of ( , ) ( , ) , 1,..., .m g m hr r r R⊗ =b b                              ■ 
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I. CONSTRUCTION OF A CONJUGATED SYMMETRIC DC-CPD 
BY TENSOR CONCATENATION 
In the main manuscript, we assume that the DC-CPD has a 
conjugated symmetric structure: ( , ) ( , )(2,1,3)perm ( ),m n n m ∗= 
where ( , )(2,1,3)perm ( )n m ∗  permutes the first and second indices 
of ( , ) .n m ∗  Here we explain how to create this symmetry, in 
cases where it is not readily present, via tensor concatenation.  
The tensor concatenation operator “ cat( )⋅ ” constructs a 
tensor ( )I J K L× × +∈   by concatenation of two tensors ∈
,I J K× ×  I J L× ×∈   along the third mode, as follows: 
 , ,, ,
, ,
( ) ,            1 ,( ) ( ) ,         .
i j k
i j k
i j k K
k K
K k K L
−
≤ ≤ < ≤ +
           (S1) 
Let us denote the tensors in a non-symmetric DC-CPD as  
 . .( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ), , ,m n m n m n R∗′ ′= A A C  and group these tensors into 
M sets (1) ( ),..., .M′ ′ϒ ϒ  Each set ( )m′ϒ  contains 2M tensors that 
have a common factor matrix ( ) ,mA  for fixed m: 
( ) ( ,1) (1, )
(2,1,3)
( , ) ( , )
(2,1,3)
{ , perm ( ),
                                   ..., , perm ( )}.
m m m
m M M m
∗
∗
′ ′ ′ϒ
′ ′
  
    (S2) 
The 2M tensors in ( )m′ϒ  can be further grouped into M pairs: 
( , ) ( , )
(2,1,3){ , perm ( )},m n n m ∗′ ′   with fixed m and varying n. We 
concatenate each pair of tensors along the third mode into a new 
tensor that admits a PD, as: 
( )
(
)
( , ) ( , )
(2,1,3)
( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , )
(2,1,3)
( , ) ( , ) ( , )
(2,1,3)
( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )
cat ,perm ( ) ,, ,[ , ]
cat 0.5 perm ( ) ,
0.5i perm ( )
, ,[re( ),im ]
m n n m
m n m n n m
R
m m m m
m n m m m m
m m m m m m
R
m n
∗
∗ ∗
∗
∗
∗
′ ′
<
′ ′=
′ ′ + 
′ ′ − − 
′ ′=
A A C C
A A C C
   

   
 
 
  
( )( , ) ( , )(2,1,3)
( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )
,
cat perm ( ), ., ,[ , ]
n m m n
m n n m m n
R
m n
m n
∗
∗ ∗

=
′ ′
>
′ ′= A A C C   
 
(S3) 
The new set of tensors constructed by (S3) admits a DC-CPD 
with conjugated symmetry: 
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , )
( , ) ( , )
(2,1,3)
, , ,
where  perm ( ).
m n m n m n
R
m n n m
∗
∗
 =
=
A A C   
                   (S4) 
The concatenated tensors ( , )m n  have the advantage over
( , )m n
′  that their third dimension is larger, which will make it 
easier to satisfy the full column rank assumption of the factor 
matrix in the third mode, as imposed by the derivation in Sec-
tion III of the main manuscript. 
We use a numerical validation to show the above-mentioned 
merit. We generate a set of tensors ( , ){ }m n N N T× ×′ ∈  that ad-
mit a non-symmetric DC-CPD:  . .( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ), , ,m n m n m n R∗′ ′= A A Cwhere both the real and imaginary parts of each entry of
( ) ( , ),m m n′A C  are randomly drawn from a standard normal dis-
tribution. We let N = 4, T = 4, and the double coupled rank R = 6. 
Note that all the three dimensions of each tensor are less than R. 
The proposed algebraic DC-CPD algorithm does not work for
( , ){ }m n′  as the third factor matrices do not have full column 
rank. Then we create a set of conjugated symmetric tensors
( , ){ }m n  by (S3), note that the third factor matrices are of size 8 
× 6, and thus have full column rank generically. We apply the 
proposed algebraic DC-CPD algorithm to ( , ){ },m n  and the 
algorithm finds the exact solution with mean relative error ε = 
1.21×10-12. 
 
II. DERIVATION OF EQUATION (15) 
Recall that the 4 2N R×  matrix ( , , )m g hΓ  holds the vectors 
( , ) ( , )
(:,:, ) (:,:, )( , ),m g m hs uψ T T  with fixed (m, g, h) and varying s, u, as its 
columns:  
( ) ( )( , , ) ( , ) ( , )(:,:, ) (:,:, ):,( 1) , ,m g h m g m hs us R u− + = ψΓ T T               (S5) 
where ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )(:,:, ) (:,:, ) (:,:, ) (:,:, ), vec( ( , )),m g m h m g m hs u s uψ( ) = ΦT T T T  and ( )Φ ⋅  is the 
coupled rank-1 detection mapping, defined in (12) as: 
(1) (2)
, ,(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)
, , , ,(1) (2), , , , ,
( , ) .i p i q i p j q j p i qi j p q
j p j q
x x
x x x x
x x
 Φ = − X X      (S6) 
Due to the bilinearity of ψ,  we have:  
( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )
, 1
( , ) ( ) .
R
m g h m g H m h H m g m h T
t t r r t r
t r =
= ψ ⋅ ⊗ a a a a c cΓ (S7) 
According to Theorem 1, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( , )m g H m h Ht r r rψ =a a a a 0  when 
t r=  and thus (S7) can be rewritten as: 
( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )( , ) ( ) .m g h m g H m h H m g m h Tt t r r t r
t r≠
= ψ ⋅ ⊗ a a a a c cΓ (S8) 
We stack the vectors ( , ) ( , )m g m ht r⊗c c  into a 2 2( )R R R× −  matrix ( )
, ,mg hΡ  and the vectors ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),m g H m h Ht t r rψ( )a a a a into an 4N ×2( )R R−  matrix ( ), ,mg hΦ  where the columns are indexed by ( , ),t r
1 .t r R≤ ≠ ≤ Then (S8) can be rewritten as ( , , )m g h =Γ
( ) ( )
, ,
m m T
g h g h⋅Φ Ρ  (equation (15) in the paper). 
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III. DETERMINATION OF GENERIC VALUE OF RMAX 
Corollary 10 in [1] states that, for an analytic function f(x) of 
multiple complex variable 1[ ,..., ] ,T LLx x= ∈x   if f(x) is not 
identically zero, then the set V { |f ( ) 0}L= ∈ =x x has 
Lebesque measure zero. 
Theorem 2 in the main manuscript states that a DC-CPD is 
unique if the following conditions hold for all 1 ,g h M≤ < ≤
1 , :m n M≤ ≤  
(i) Factor matrices ( , )m nC  have full column rank 
(ii) Vectors ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),m g H m h Ht t r rψ( )a a a a  are linear independent for 
all 1 ≤ t ≠ r ≤ R. 
Generically, sub-statement (i) suggests that the number of 
rows of matrices ( , )m nC  is not less than its columns. Hence, the 
third dimension of the tensors is required to be not less than R.  
Now we explain the generic version of sub-statement (ii). 
We note that this sub-statement implies that the matrix ( ),mg hΦ  
should have full column rank. The matrix ( ),mg hΦ  is of size 4N ×
2( )R R−  and holds all the vectors ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),m g H m h Ht t r rψ( )a a a a as its 
columns for 1 ≤ t ≠ r ≤ R. 
We consider a vector-valued function ( ), ( )mg h xf  that holds all 
the 2 2( ) ( )R R R R− × −  minors of ( ), .mg hΦ  The vector x holds all 
the entries of ( ) , 1,...,m m M=A  as variables. By definition,
( )
, ( )mg h =x 0f  if ( ),mg hΦ  does not have full column rank.  
According to Corollary 10 in [1], if there exists 0x  such that 
( )
0, ( ) ,mg h ≠x 0f  then ( ), ( )mg h ≠x 0f “almost everywhere”. In other 
words, if we can find one example such that ( ),mg hΦ  has full 
column rank, then ( ),mg hΦ  has full column rank generically. 
 Therefore, to determine the generic value of Rmax, we can 
just randomly generate factor matrices (1) ( ),..., MΑ Α  for a given 
R, and check if ( ),mg hΦ  has full column rank. Rmax is then chosen as 
the largest R for which the matrices ( ), ,mg hΦ  for all 1 g h≤ < ≤
,1 ,M m M≤ ≤  have full column rank. 
IV. DISCUSSION OF THE EFFICIENCY OF ALGEBRAIC DC-CPD 
A. An efficient implementation of algebraic DC-CPD 
We note that the main complexity of the algebraic DC-CPD 
algorithm, as it has been presented in the manuscript, is in the 
construction of the 4 2N R×  matrices ( , , )m g hΓ  and the calculation 
of the basis vectors in their null space. Here we present an 
efficient way to calculate the basis vectors. In this implemen-
tation, we do not explicitly construct ( , , ) .m g hΓ  Instead, we cal-
culate the 2 2R R×  matrices ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) .m g h m g h H m g hΩ Γ Γ  We note 
that ( , , ) ( , , )ker( ) ker( ),m g h m g h=Ω Γ  while ( , , )m g hΩ  has smaller size 
and can be computed in a more efficient way than ( , , ) ,m g hΓ as 
will be explained later. Hence, in an efficient implementation 
we use ( , , )m g hΩ  instead of ( , , ) .m g hΓ  
More precisely, as ( , , )m g hΓ  holds ( , ) ( , )(:,:, ) (:,:, )( , )m g m hs uψ T T  as its col-
umns, then according to (14) in the manuscript, the entries of 
( , , )m g hΩ  have the form: 
( )( )
( )( )
( , , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( 1) ,( 1) (:,:, ) (:,:, ) (:,:, ) (:,:, )
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
, ,, ,
,
[ ] ( , ) ( , )
2
         
                 
m g h H m g m h m g m h
s R u s R u s u s u
m g H m h m g H m h
s us u
m g H m g m h H m h
p s q uq s p u
p q
′ ′− + − + ′ ′
′ ′
′ ′
= ψ ψ
=

− 
Ω T T T T
t t t t
τ τ τ τ
( )( )( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ), ,, ,    ,m g H m g m h H m hq s p up s q u′ ′ + τ τ τ τ
 
(S9) 
where vectors ( , ) ( , )(:,:, )vec( )m l m lr r=t T  have length 2 ,N  and vectors 
( , ) ( , )
, ( ,:, )
m l m l
k r k r=τ T  have length N, { , }, { , , , },l g h r s s u u′ ′∈ ∈ k ∈  
{ , }.p q  We construct two R R×  Hermitian matrices ( , )m lZ 
( , ) ( , )
3 3 ,m l H m lT T  where ( , )3 m lT  is the mode-3 representation of ten-
sor ( , ) .m l  By definition we have: ( , ) ( , ) ( , )( , ) .m l m l H m ls ss s ′′ =Z t t  In 
addition, we construct NR NR×  Hermitian matrices ( , )m l =Y
( , ) ( , )
2 2 ,m l m l HT T  where { , }.l g h∈  Index permutation yields 2R ×
2N  matrices ( , )1 m lY  and ( , )2 :m lY  
( , ) ( , )
1 ( 1) ,( 1) ( 1) ,( 1)
( , ) ( , )
2 ( 1) ,( 1) ( 1) ,( 1)
,
.
m l m l
s R s i N j j R s i R s
m l m l
s R s j N i j R s i R s
′ ′
− + − + − + − +
′ ′
− + − + − + − +
   =   
   =   
Y Y
Y Y
       (S10) 
Then by definition we know: 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( , , ) ( , ) ( , )
( 1) ,( 1) , ,
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
1 2 2 1 ( 1) ,( 1)
2
        .
m g h m g m h
s R u s R u s s u u
m g m h T m g m h T
s R s u R u
′ ′ ′ ′
− + − +
′ ′
− + − +
=
− +
Ω Z Z
Y Y Y Y
  (S11) 
In practice, we will precompute ( , ) ,m lZ ( , ) ,m lY and construct 
Hermitian 2 2R R×  matrices ( , , )m g hΩ  by (S10) and (S11).  
B. Analysis of complexity and memory requirements 
We first analyze the complexity and memory requirements 
of the original version of the algebraic DC-CPD algorithm,  and 
then provide results related to its efficient implementation.  
In the original algebraic DC-CPD algorithm, we note that the 
main complexity is in the construction of matrices ( , , )m g hΓ  and 
the calculation of the basis vectors ( , , )m g hrw  in their null space. 
According to (12) in the manuscript, we have that the comple- 
xity of the construction of each column of ( , , )m g hΓ  is 4O(2 )N  
flops. Hence, the overall complexity of the construction of  
( , , )m g hΓ  is 4 2O(2 )N R  flops. The basis vectors in ( , , )ker( )m g hΓ  
are computed as singular vectors. This step has complexity 
4 4 6O(2 11 )N R R+  flops. We construct and manipulate
20.5 ( 1)M M −  such matrices ( , , ) .m g hΓ  The overall complexity is 
thus 3 4 2 3 4 4 3 6O( 5.5 )M N R M N R M R+ +  flops. The memory 
requirements of the algorithm are mainly in the storage of the 
20.5 ( 1)M M −  tensors ( , , )m g h  and the matrix ( , , ) .m g hΓ  Hence, 
the memory requirements are 3 3 3 4 2O(0.5 0.5 )M R M N R+
complex numbers. 
In the efficient implementation, the complexity of computing 
a single Hermitian matrix ( , )m lZ  is 2 2O(0.5 )N R  flops, and the 
complexity of computing a single Hermitian matrix ( , )m lY  is 
3 2O(0.5 )N R  flops. The additional complexity of computing a 
single Hermitian matrix ( , , )m g hΩ  by (S11) is 2 4O(0.5N R +
40.5 )R flops. If we compute the basis vectors of ( , , )ker( )m g hΩ  
by modified Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization, then the com-
putational cost is 6O(2 )R  flops. If we use EVD, then the 
computational cost is 6O(6 )R  flops. 
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For the indices , 1,..., ,m l M= 1 ,g h M≤ < ≤  the algebraic 
DC-CPD overall requires the construction of 2M  matrices 
( , )m lZ  of size ,R R× 2M  matrices ( , )m lY  of size ,NR NR×  
20.5 ( 1)M M −  matrices ( , , )m g hΩ  of size 2 2 ,R R×  and the calcu-
lation of the R basis vectors of ( , , )ker( ).m g hΩ  The overall    
complexity is 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 4O(0.5 0.5 0.25M N R M N R M R+ + +
3 2 4 3 60.25 )M N R M R+  flops. For the memory requirements we 
consider the storage of the matrices ( , ) ,m lZ ( , ) ,m lY ( , , ) ,m p qΩ  and 
the tensors ( , , )m p q (17). We need to store 2 2O(M R +
2 2 2 3 4 3 30.5 0.5 )M N R M R M R+ + complex numbers. The 
above expressions for complexity and memory requirements 
can be simplified to 3 2 4 3 6O(0.5 )M N R M R+ flops and 
2 2 2 3 4O( 0.5 )M N R M R+  complex numbers, respectively. 
V. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT B 
Besides the plots in the manuscript, we provide more results 
for experiment B, in Fig.1–Fig. 3. The plots in Fig. 1 report the 
mean relative error versus SNR, while the plots in Fig. 2 report 
the mean CPU time versus SNR. The plots concern the fol- 
lowing three cases: (a) overdetermined J-BSS: N = 3, R = 3; (b) 
slightly underdetermined J-BSS: N = 3, R = 4; (c) highly under- 
determined J-BSS: N = 4, R = 8. In each case, parameters such 
as L, T, M are varied.  
The plots in Fig.3 report the mean CPU time versus M. The 
following three settings are considered: (a) an overdetermined 
setting with N = 3, R = 3, L = 250, T = 39, SNR = 10dB; (b) a 
slightly underdetermined setting with N = 3, R = 4, L = 250, T = 
39, SNR = 10dB; (c) a highly underdetermined setting with N = 
4, R = 8, L = 250, T = 39, SNR = 20dB. In all these settings we 
vary M from 2 to 10.  
With more results for different parameters, we aim to: (a) 
provide a more comprehensive comparison of the performance 
of the algorithms, (b) provide insights into how the perfor- 
mance of different algorithms depends on the parameters, and 
(c) provide a general idea on the computational efficiency of 
the compared algorithms. Please refer to the manuscript for the 
details of the data generation and the settings for the compared 
algorithms. For convenience, we put the three plots in Fig. 3 of 
the manuscript in the first row of Fig.1.  
A. Mean relative error versus SNR 
From Fig.1, we first draw a few general conclusions about 
the relative performance of the compared algorithms. In the 
overdetermined case, with subfigures (1.1), (1.4), (1.7) of Fig.1, 
we see that the DC-CPD algorithms perform better than CPD-C 
and SOBIUM. GOJD has the best performance at high SNR, 
and poorer performance than DC-CPD at low SNR. This be-
havior is consistent for different parameters, and the good 
performance of GOJD at high SNR is mainly because of the 
prewhitening step used in this algorithm. MCCA always per- 
forms poorly, because it does not make use of the temporal 
structure of the signals. Comparing the four DC-CPD algo-
rithms, we note that the results of DC-CPD-ALG are not much 
improved by the optimization based algorithms in this rela-
tively easy case of overdetermined J-BSS. 
In the underdetermined cases, we consistently observe that 
DC-CPD algorithms perform better than SOBIUM and CPD-C. 
The comparison between DC-CPD and SOBIUM and CPD-C, 
in both overdetermined and underdetermined cases, shows that 
it is in general advantageous to take more of the coupling 
structure into account. The difference between DC-CPD and 
SOBIUM and CPD-C is more pronounced in cases that are 
more difficult. Comparing the four DC-CPD algorithms, we see 
that the optimization based DC-CPD algorithms, DC-CPD- 
ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS), and DC-CPD-SDF(QN) are more 
accurate than DC-CPD-ALG. Note that the improvement by the 
optimization based DC-CPD algorithms is more significant in 
the more challenging underdetermined cases, than in the 
overdetermined case. The above general observations are con-
sistent with those reported in the manuscript. 
Now we examine how the attained accuracy depends on the 
choice of parameter values. In the overdetermined case, we 
note that the performance is improved by increasing either the 
frame length L or the number of frames T, as shown in sub- 
figures (1.1), (1.4) and (1.7), but the improvement is not as 
much as in the underdetermined case. This is because the over- 
determined problem is relatively easy and less sensitive to noise 
and finite sample effects. The compared algorithms perform 
well in general, even if the frame length is very small (note that 
L = 50 in subfigure (1.1)).  
On the other hand, in the highly underdetermined case, with 
subfigures (1.3), (1.6) and (1.9), the problem itself becomes 
very sensitive to noise and finite sampling errors. In particular, 
when L = 250, T = 19, M = 3, as shown in subfigure (1.6), most 
of the compared algorithms do not generate reasonable results 
even at high SNR. When L = 250, T = 39, M = 3, as shown in 
subfigure (1.3), the results of the DC-CPD algorithms are rea-
sonably accurate at high SNR. CPD-C and SOBIUM, on the 
other hand, do not perform as accurate as DC-CPD at all SNR 
levels. When L = 1000, T = 79, M = 4, as shown in subfigure 
(1.9), all the compared algorithms perform well at high SNR. 
The DC-CPD algorithms even generate very accurate results 
(mean relative error < 0.1) at a medium level of SNR (e.g. 
12dB). However, this requires a large number of samples (note 
that in this setting the total number of samples equals 40000). 
The above observations generally illustrate that the highly 
underdetermined problem is by itself very sensitive to noise and 
finite sample effects.  
In the slightly underdetermined case, we observe that all the 
compared algorithms are able to generate reasonably accurate 
results for medium level of SNR, and medium values of L and T, 
as shown in subfigures (1.2), (1.5), and (1.11). Comparing 
subfigures (1.8) and (1.10), we see that the decrease of T results 
in a large deterioration of the accuracy. In particular, in sub-
figure (1.8), all the compared algorithms perform reasonably 
well at high SNR. In subfigure (1.10), none of the algorithms 
yields good results. Comparing subfigures (1.2), (1.5) and 
(1.11), we note that the increase of L improves the performance 
of all the compared algorithms. 
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(1.1) N = 3, R = 3, M = 3, L = 50, T = 39  (1.2) N = 3, R = 4, M = 3, L = 100, T = 39 (1.3) N = 4, R = 8, M = 3, L = 250, T = 39
 
(1.4) N = 3, R = 3, M = 3, L = 250, T = 39 (1.5) N = 3, R = 4, M = 3, L = 250, T = 39 (1.6) N = 4, R = 8, M = 3, L = 250, T = 19
 
(1.7) N = 3, R = 3, M = 3, L = 250, T = 19 (1.8) N = 3, R = 4, M = 3, L = 250, T = 19 (1.9) N = 4, R = 8, M = 3, L = 1000, T = 79
 
(1.10) N = 3, R = 4, M = 3, L = 250, T = 7 (1.11) N = 3, R = 4, M = 3, L = 1000, T = 39 (1.12) N = 3, R = 4, M = 5, L = 250, T = 39
Fig. 1. Mean relative error of DC-CPD-ALG, DC-CPD-ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS), DC-CPD-SDF(QN), SOBIUM, and CPD-C vs. SNR in 
experiment B, in setting (a) MCCA and GOJD are also included in the comparison. The plots illustrate the performance in (a) an overdetermined 
setting, (b) a slightly underdetermined setting, and (c) a highly underdetermined setting. 
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(2.1) N = 3, R = 3, M = 3, L = 50, T = 39  (2.2) N = 3, R = 4, M = 3, L = 100, T = 39 (2.3) N = 4, R = 8, M = 3, L = 250, T = 39
 
(2.4) N = 3, R = 3, M = 3, L = 250, T = 39 (2.5) N = 3, R = 4, M = 3, L = 250, T = 39 (2.6) N = 4, R = 8, M = 3, L = 250, T = 19
 
(2.7) N = 3, R = 3, M = 3, L = 250, T = 19 (2.8) N = 3, R = 4, M = 3, L = 250, T = 19 (2.9) N = 4, R = 8, M = 3, L = 1000, T = 79
 
(2.10) N = 3, R = 4, M = 3, L = 250, T = 7 (2.11) N = 3, R = 4, M = 3, L = 1000, T = 39 (2.12) N = 3, R = 4, M = 5, L = 250, T = 39
Fig. 2. Mean CPU time of DC-CPD-ALG, DC-CPD-ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS), DC-CPD-SDF(QN), SOBIUM, and CPD-C vs. SNR in ex-
periment B, in setting (a) MCCA and GOJD are also included in the comparison. The plots illustrate the mean CPU time in (a) an overdetermined 
setting, (b) a slightly underdetermined setting, and (c) a highly underdetermined setting. 
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(3.1) N = 3, R = 3, L = 250, T = 39, SNR = 10dB (3.2) N = 3, R = 4, L = 250, T = 39, SNR = 10dB (3.3) N = 4, R = 8, L = 250, T = 39, SNR = 20dB
Fig. 3. Mean CPU time of DC-CPD-ALG, DC-CPD-ALS, DC-CPD-SDF(NLS), DC-CPD-SDF(QN), SOBIUM, and CPD-C vs. the number of 
datasets M, in setting (a) MCCA and GOJD are also included in the comparison. The plots illustrate the performance in (a) an overdetermined 
setting, (b) a slightly underdetermined setting, and (c) a highly underdetermined setting. 
B. Mean CPU time versus SNR and M 
In Fig.2, we observe that the mean CPU time of DC-CPD- 
ALG is less than that of other compared algorithms. The only 
exceptions are subfigure (2.1), (2.4), and (2.7) in the overde-
termined case, where DC-CPD-ALG is slightly slower than 
MCCA. We also observe that the mean CPU time of DC-CPD- 
ALG does not vary much with L, T, and SNR. This is because 
the complexity of an algebraic algorithm only depends on the 
size of the problem, e.g. N, R, M, as suggested in our com-
plexity analysis in Subsection V.D of the manuscript. Moreover, 
we observe that the mean CPU time of DC-CPD-SDF(NLS) is 
less than that of DC-CPD-ALS in the underdetermined cases. 
This is thanks to the low per-iteration cost and quadratic con-
vergence of NLS iterations, and is consistent with other ob-
servations for problems that are somewhat challenging [2].  
In Fig. 3, we observe that the mean CPU time of all the 
compared algorithms increases when M is larger. In all the three 
settings, DC-CPD-ALG is much faster than DC-CPD-ALS, 
DC-CPD-SDF (NLS), and DC-CPD-SDF(QN). In the overde-
termined setting, we include MCCA and GOJD in the com-
parison, DC-CPD-ALG is faster than GOJD, while slightly 
slower than MCCA. However, as shown in Fig.1, DC-CPD- 
ALG is much more accurate than MCCA for the considered 
J-BSS problem. 
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